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The company Mobilex A/S was founded in 2003 and since then offers a wide range of aids for 
handicapped and disabled people like wheelchairs, walking aids and rollators, ramps, bath products 
and miscellaneous spare parts.

We distribute our products throughout Europe and serve our customers through our own sales 
representatives.

High quality standards, modern technology, fast delivery, a customer-oriented service and highly 
motivated employees are the key of our success.

We look forward to a pleasant cooperation. 

Mobilex A/S
Grønlandsvej 5
DK-8660 Skanderborg
Denmark

Tel. +45 8793 2220
Fax +45 8793 1777
www.mobilex.dk

VAT number DK 27147720

Bank connection:

Nordea Denmark
Frederiks Plads 40
DK-8000 Aarhus C

SWIFT/BIC: NDEADKKK
IBAN: DK1420005036669073
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

We are pleased to present you with our catalogue. We would be very grateful for any criticism, 
suggestions for changes or positive feedback.

In the catalogue our products are shown and provided with short descriptions. Each picture has its 
own number (e.g. B6). The corresponding article numbers can be found in the price list. You may use 
these pictures also on your own web page.

We try to keep a standard assortment on stock. For goods outside the standard assortment we ask 
you to accept a short delivery time.

For further information please refer to our sales and delivery conditions on the following pages.

The satisfaction of our customers is very important to us. Therefore we always try to offer a flawless 
and customer-oriented service. Should you have any reason for complaint, please contact our CEO 
Mr. Thomas Nygaard Christensen and let us know your feedback. We are always striving to improve 
our services.

With kind regards

Thomas Nygaard Christensen
CEO
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Sales and Delivery Conditions
Prices
The prices will be invoiced according to the valid price list. We reserve the right to change prices at any time, but normally we 
only change prices at the end of the year or in special cases with one-month notice.

Payment / Credit Limit
Standard payment term for first orders is prepayment. A payment period of 30 days net from the invoice date then is possible 
by agreement. In this case we grant a credit limit. Should this limit be exceeded by new orders, we reserve the right to make 
the delivery only after payment of the delivered orders. We do not grant discount deduction, not even with advance or cash 
payment. If earlier invoices have not been paid on time, we reserve the right to withhold deliveries until payment has been 
settled. In the event of invoices not paid on time, we reserve the right to charge interest of 1% per month commenced and a 
fee of €10 to cover our costs.

Delivery
Mobilex A/S ships all goods at the expense and risk of the customer. If Mobilex A/S sends the goods free of charge, the 
customer bears the shipping risk.

User manuals
CE marked products are supplied with user manuals in Danish, German, English or Italian. In countries outside these language 
areas, it is the dealers' duty to request the document file from Mobilex A/S and to arrange for the translation into the relevant 
language.

Retention of title
All delivered goods remain the property of Mobilex A/S until full payment has been received.

Complaints / right of return
The customer is obliged to check the goods on receipt for completeness and damage. If damage to a shipment is already 
visible on the packaging, the shipment should only be accepted with reservation. Complaints must be made in writing to 
Mobilex A/S within 8 days. A right of return exists only if appropriate agreements have been made with Mobilex A/S 
beforehand and the goods are returned unused, undamaged and in their original packaging. The return costs shall be borne 
by the customer. If the item is not in its original packaging, it is the responsibility of the customer to properly secure the item 
prior to shipment and to ensure that there is no visible damage to the product. After receipt and inspection, Mobilex A/S will 
credit the customer with the price of the product minus 30€ for the missing original packaging. Free delivered goods will be 
credited minus the freight originally paid by Mobilex A/S. Should clean of the product be necessary, Mobilex A/S reserves the 
right to charge the customer for the costs incurred.

Force majeure
In case of force majeure Mobilex A/S is entitled to cancel or delay the delivery. In these cases, the customer cannot claim 
damages.

Liability
Mobilex A/S is only liable for late delivery in accordance with the Danish Commercial Code. The customer cannot claim 
compensation for loss of business, loss of earnings or other losses. Possible compensation, if any, can only be made in the 
amount of the purchase price.Mobilex A/S is entitled to exchange the goods in question or to send spare parts for repair in the 
event of delivery of faulty goods. If Mobilex A/S is unable to exchange the goods, Mobilex A/S shall only be liable in accordance 
with the Danish Commercial Code. However, there is no entitlement to compensation for loss of business or earnings or other 
indirect losses. Possible compensation, if any, can only be made in according to the amount of the purchase price.

Product liability
Mobilex A/S is exempt from any product liability, except the mandatory provisions of the Danish Product Liability Act. However, 
there is no claim for damages for loss of business or earnings or other indirect losses.

Data protection — collection and use of data
The information we receive from you helps us to secure and continuously improve your good customer experience at Mobilex 
A/S. We use the information about your company to process your orders, create and ship order confirmations, deliver ordered 
goods, notify you of new products and changes, and process payments. We also collect and store information about previous 
orders in order to track the goods delivered when needed. If you would like to review the information we hold about your 
company or have it corrected or deleted, please contact Mobilex A/S. Mobilex A/S does not pass on customer data to third 
parties.

Place of jurisdiction and applicable law
In case of legal disputes, the place of jurisdiction is Horsens in Denmark. All disputes are subject to Danish law.
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FRONT WHEELSFRONT WHEELS

Front wheels and Tente castors
Leaflet A and F
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3", 4" or 5" Skater wheel
with (B) or without LED (A)

3", 4", 5" or 6" Aluminium wheel
with black rubber tyre

Aluminium wheel 4" or 5"
rubber tyre

Aluminium wheel 5" with
pneumatic tyre

4" Plastic wheel with narrow
or wide rubber tyre

5" Plastic wheel with wide
rubber tyre

5" wheel with wide rubber
tyre 125 x 40

5.5" wheel with wide round
rubber tyre

6" x 1¼" wheel with PU tyre

5", 6", 7", 8" wheel with round
rubber tyre

6", 7", 8" wheel with wide
rubber tyre

7" (A), 8" (B) wheel with flat
rubber tyre

A: Front wheels, distance bushings, bolts etc.

  Foto A3  Foto A2 Foto A1

  Foto A9  Foto A5  Foto A4

  Foto A12  Foto A10  Foto A7

  Foto A6  Foto A11  Foto A8
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A

B

A

B
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8” Flexel wheel, 200 x 50,
off-set hub Ø12 x 60 mm

200 x 50 wheel with Flexel or
pneumatic tyre

7 x 1¾" or 8" (200 x 50) wheel
with split rim and Flexel tyre

8” Flexel wheel, 200 x 50,
off-set hub Ø12 x 60 mm

8", 7", 6", 5", 4" and 3" black
fibre wheels with black tyre

Fibre wheels in Spinergy spoke
colours with black tyre

7" x ¾", 200 x 45 wheel
with polyurethane tyre

8" x 1¼" wheel with PU tyre 8" x 1¼" wheel with Flexel or
pneumatic tyre

6", 150 x 30 wheel with poly-
urethane tyre for “Jazzy” chair

6" x 1¼" or 7" x 1¼" wheel
with Flexel or pneumatic tyre

7" wheel 178 x 56 mm with
split rim and PU tyre

A: Front wheels, distance bushings, bolts etc.

   Foto A18   Foto A14   Foto A13

   Foto A34   Foto A17   Foto A16

   Foto A20   Foto A19   Foto A15

   Foto A27   Foto A26   Foto A33
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A: Front wheels, distance bushings, bolts etc.

16" drum brake wheel with
Flexel tyre

5" or 6.5" wheel with dark grey
rubber tyre for ETAC chairs

8" 200 x 35 mm wheel with rubber 
tyre for rollators (A:front, B:rear)

Bolts, nuts etc. Box with distance bushings
or spacers

Spacers and distance bushings

12" wheel with polyurethane
tyre for sidewards fitting 12"

12" PU wheel with drum brake 12" wheel with Flexel or pneu-
matic tyre

Box with 40 PU wheels 200 x 50Box with 16 PU wheels 200 x 50

   Foto A24   Foto A35   Foto A22

   Foto A25   Foto A21   Foto A23

   Foto 30   Foto A29   Foto A28

   Foto A40    Foto A41

A

B
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F: Tente castors

Castor model 2470 with plain bearings Castor model 2475 with plain bearings with brake

Castor model 2470 with ball-bearings Castor model 2477 with ball-bearings

Castor for beds, model 2474/76 astor for beds, model 2044/46

Castor with plain bearings. Used for bed-tables or other purposes with a low load.
We have 2 types on stock Ø50 mm and Ø75 mm with or without brake.

Castor with ball-bearings. Used for beds or other purposes with a high load.
We have different sizes on stock from Ø75 mm to Ø150 mm with or without brake.

Castor with total brake for hospital beds. There is one model with total brake only and one model with total and
directional brake. Available with ordinary or antistatic wheels.

   Foto F1    Foto F2

   Foto F3    Foto F4

   Foto F5    Foto F6
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F: Tente castors

100 mm / 125 mm wheel with brake or Aquatec shower-
chair

Twin wheel castor model 2970 without brake

Plastic wheel model 5897 with brake, has small swing 
radius for lifter

Castor model 2740 with brake

Plastic wheel model 5387 with brake for shower chairs etc. Pipe in stainless steel for mounting of
wheels on shower chairs

   Foto F7    Foto F8

   Foto F10   Foto F9

   Foto F11    Foto F12
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet A
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet A
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet A

Table for the selection of bushings and spacers.

Please note that our wheels are supplied without spacers. Below you will find a table for adapting the 
spacers to the fork widths.

See next pages for prices.

Bushings Spacers
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet A
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet A
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet F
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TYRESTYRES

Tyres and puncture proof solutions
Leaflet B
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B3. Tufo tubolar tyres

Patterns of pneumatic tyres
B1. Standard tyres for rear wheels on manually operated wheelchairs

B2. Kenda wheelchair tyres

B2a. Kenda K-191 Koncept

The Kenda K-191 Koncept is an ex‐
cellent all-purpose and sports tyre. It 
offers excellent acceleration and tur‐
ning characteristics.

B2b. Kenda K-196
The Kenda K-196 Kontender is 
specially designed for the active and 
fast moving wheelchair user. It has a 
smooth centre profile for higher 
speeds and water-repellent grooves for 
wet conditions.

B2c. Kenda K-1053 Kwik Trax
The Kenda K-1053 Kwick Trax is spe‐
cially designed for casual everyday dri‐
ving. The Kwick Trax is the ideal tyre 
for all weather conditions.

The tubeless Tufo tyres 
have a specially desi‐
gned side wall that after 
inflation stucks on to 
the rim and do not slip 
on it Most of the tyre 
stays inside the rim and 
is in that way protected 
from side impact dama‐
ges. No gluing to the 
rim is re-quired.

The VN Master Alpha Protect 
with PlatinumShield puncture 
protection combines the advan‐
tages of a 3mm LDP rubber 
layer with a layer of tightly wo‐
ven and extra light EPS polyfib‐
re. This multi-layer structure 
provides optimal puncture pro‐
tection for wheelchair tyres. It 
has a smooth-running and com‐
fortable profile and is easy to 
install due to the lack of requi‐
red directional mounting.

B: Tyres and puncture proof solutions

B4. CST VN Master Protect

B1a B1b B1c B1d B1e
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B5. Tyres for electric wheelchairs
Overview of tire profiles for electric wheelchairs or scooters

B: Tyres and puncture proof solutions

B5a. IA-2613 B5c. C-968B5b. C-179 / IA-2801 B5d. IA-2601

B5e. C-628 / IA-2814 B5g. C-179B5f. C-920 B5h. IA-2817

B5i. C-248 / IA-2805 B5k. C-156B5j. C-154 / IA-2815 B5l. IA-2804

B5m. C-917 B5o. C-168B5n. C-165 / C-9266 B5p. C-166

B5q. C-177 B5s. C-131B5r. C-248 low B5t. C-97
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B: Tyres and puncture proof solutions

B6. Schwalbe wheelchair tyres

B6a. Marathon Evolution / Marathon+
The all-new version comes with im ‐
proved rolling resistance. In addition, 
the SmartGuard protection belt is made 
from a proportion of recycled natural 
rubber. The “anti-aging” sidewall con ‐
struction can with stand the typical 
overloading from insufficient inflation 
pressure for much longer. Also with the 
dynamic new profile and new look 
label.

B6b. Downtown
Effective puncture protection layer, 
hand-friendly 2-grip side wall and visu‐
ally very attractive two-tone rubber 
compound. The special feature is the 
robust Black'n rolling compound in the 
tread center.

B6c. Rightrun und Rightrun+
Entry level tyre, but packed with featu‐
res: Effective puncture protection layer, 
hand-friendly 2Grip side walls, and at‐
tractive two color compound. Robust 
Black’n Roll tread center com pound 
that is nonmarking neatly completes 
the feature list.

B6d. Schwalbe One
The name alone indicates how signifi‐
cant this tyre is for Schwalbe. It is the 
fastest and at the same time most reli‐
able wheelchairtyre they have ever ma‐
de. It is manufactured in a separate 
facility built exclusively for the pro ‐
duction of this new top-class tyre.

B6e. Durano
The popular Durano has a completely 
new profile and is now 10 grams 
lighter. Remain does its outstanding 
qualities obtained by: Extremely high 
mileage. Dual Compound for best 
adhesion also training on wet winter 
roads. Proven Race Guard protection 
belt.

B6f. Lugano
Attractive bi-color compound. The 
classic diamond profile provides relia ‐
ble performance on dry and wet roads.

B6g. Speed Air
The indoor specialist. Exceptionally 
nimble and easy running. The center 
tread is asymmetrically designed to 
match the wheel camber angle of in ‐
door wheelchairs.

B6i. LandCruiser
The offroad wheelchair tyre. Landcrui ‐
ser is suitable for occasional off road 
use. Note: The inside diameter of this 
24“ tyre is 507 mm. So it is not com ‐
patible with the usual 24“ wheel chair 
rim size of 540 mm. Ensure that both 
the rim and tyre sizes are com patible 
i.e. 507mm.

B6j. Marathon Plus Tour
Whether asphalt or natural road, the 
versatile tyre is at home on all paths. In 
everyday life or on the grand tour. The 
robust construction puts everything 
away. Safe thanks to SmartGuard, the 
most effective protective belt available 
for wheelchair tires.
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B: Tyres and puncture proof solutions

B7. Offroad tyres

B7a. Standard Offroad tyre B7b. Schwalbe Black Jack B6i. Schwalbe LandCruiser

B7d. CST Offroad B7e. Kenda Nevegal B7f. PR1MO Knobby

Type of valves

Presta valve Auto valve Straight valve 90°/30° valve 45°/45° valve 90°/90° valve

Puncture proof solutions
B8. Patterns of polyurethane tyres

B8a B8b B8c B8d B8e
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B11b. Profile sectionB11a. Flexel Profile

B: Tyres and puncture proof solutions

B9. Flexel INSERT B10. Flexel INFILL

B9a. Flexel with lip B9b. Flexel without lip B10a. Flexel (section) B10b. Flexel standard B10c. Flexel Light

The Flexel Profile is fitted be tween tyre and 
tube, and creates a 100% pun c ture-proof pro tec ‐
tion. The Flexel profile can also be used on not-
split rims and is also sug gested for patients that 
prefer the pneu matical tyres driving comfort, but 
would like to avoid punc tures.

B12a. Mounting tool for polyurethane tyres

B11. Flexel PROFILE B12. Fitting tools and accessories

Flexel Insert is used instead of the tube. 
Flexel insert offers a comfortable drive 
without the risk of punctures. We 
recommend the use of Flexel insert with 
our tyres to make sure that they fit 
optimally. Flexel insert has the advan tage 
that it can be reused.

Flexel Infill is a tyre that are filled with Flexel. These tyres are 
used with two-part rims. They can not be reused.

We supply Flexel Infill in two versions: Flexel (Figure B10b) and 
Flexel Light (Figure B10c). The first is black and is made of 
foamed rubber, while the Flexel Light is made of a lighter, gray 
PU foam. Please note: not all sizes are available in both versions.

B12a. Tyre lever of steel, 
plastic (black) or from 
Schwalbe (blue)

B12c. Fitting paste for ty‐
res

B12e. Sealer for tyres

B12f. Schwalbe glueless
patches 

B12g. Tube repair set B12h. Valve adapter DV/SV 
to AV (left), AV to DV/SV 
(right)

B12i. Schwalbe AirMax
digital manometer

B12d. Soap for Flexel fit‐
ting 
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B

The following is an explanation of the tyre sizes. On the next pages you 
will also find a matrix showing the right Flexel Infill for the most 
commonly used electrical wheelchairs.
Tabel of standard Flexel Infill tyres (for prices please see above)

* Type: F=Flexel, FL=Flexel light

Attention: We supply the Flexel insert in two versions: Flexel and Flexel Light. 
"Flexel" is black and made of foam rubber, while "Flexel Light" is made of grey polyurethane foam. 

Not all tyre sizes are available in both versions.

B5b B5l B5i B5e B5k B5j B5c B5m
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B

Tyre sizes, inch and metric tyre names and markings

a) Tyre dimensions for scooters or e-wheelchairs,
Rear or front wheels

D = tyre outside diameter
D = rim diameter
H = balloon height
B = balloon width

Only for Flexel:

F = rim shoulder width inside

Examples:

13 / 5.00 - 6 D = 13 ", B = 5.00", d = 6 "
3.00-4, both H and B = 3.00 ", d = 4"
3.00 / 90-8 H = 3.00 ", B corresponds to 90% of H, d = 8"

b) Tyre dimensions for large rear wheels of hand-operated wheelchairs
(Using the example of a 24 "x 1" wheel)

The same tyre can have different measurements! (ETRTO, inch or mm - see pictures)
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet B
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LARGE WHEELSLARGE WHEELS

Large wheels and accessories, Spinergy,
pushrims, one-hand drive and drum brake set

Leaflet C, CX, CY, CZ
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Aluminium standard wheel wi‐
thout tire and pushrim. Available in 
20", 22", 24" and 26".

Standard wheels with drum 
brake without tires and pushrim. 
Available in 20", 22", 24" and 26".

Complete wheel from alumi nium 
with black hub, PU tyre and 
aluminium pushrim. Availa ble in 
20", 22" and 24".

Standard wheel
Hub width 49 or 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm oder 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Standard wheel with drum brake
Hub width 46 mm
Bearings 12 mm
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Complete wheel
Hub width 49 mm
Bearings 12 mm oder 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Buffalo Heavy Duty
Hub width 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 140 kg per wheel

Complete wheel for Handicare
Hub width 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Buffalo HD wheel with reinforced 
53 mm hub with 2.6 mm spokes. 
The black alumini um rim is 
reinforced and equipped with a 
built-in pushrim. It has a 1 3/8" tyre 
with Flexel. Only available in 24".

Complete wheel for Invacare 
wheelchairs with 1" tyre (C10) or 
Etac with 1 3/8" tyre (C11). Silver 
aluminium pushrim. Available in 
20", 22" and 24". For Etac also 
available in 26".

Ultralite
Hub width 49 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

The Ultralite wheel is an easy 
and inexpensive wheel with a total 
weight of only 1120 grams. Comes 
with dou ble walled black rim, black 
alumi nium hub, aluminium pushrim 
and 1" tyres. Only available in 24".

C: Rear wheels and accessories

  Foto C1   Foto C2   Foto C3

  Foto C4b   Foto C10

  Foto C11

  Foto C5

  Foto C4a
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Storm
Hub width 49 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Tristar
Hub width 49 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Mobilex Storm wheel with 12 
spokes, black hollow rim with 1" 
Speedline tyre, black CNC machi ‐
ned aluminium hub and black 
aluminium pushrim. Total weight 
1890 grams incl. tyre, tube and 
pushrim. Only available in 24".

The Tristar wheel is an aluminium 
wheel with 3 large spokes. The 
total weight incl. tyre and tube is 
1730 grams. The "Black Pearl" 
colour is black with bright dots.

Mobilex Offroad
Hub width 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

FAT Wheel
Hub width 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Outdoor Extreme
Hub width 53 mm
Bearings 12 mm or 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg per wheel

Mobilex Offroad wheel with black 
double wall rim mounted on black 
high flange hub. Black aluminium 
pushrim, with tube and black 24” 
offroad tyre. The wheel can be 
delivered with 12 mm or with ½" 
bearings. Only available in 24".

FAT Wheel complete with black 
aluminium rim and black alumi ‐
nium hub, 36 galvanized steel 
spokes and black aluminium 
pushrim. MTB studded tyres 24" x 
1.95". Only available in 24".

Mobilex Outdoor Extreme Wheel 
with black aluminium rim, black 
high flange hub, Schwalbe Black 
Jack tyre 24" x 2.10" (54-507) and 
black aluminium pushrim. Only 
available in 24".

C: Rear wheels and accessories

Mobilex Offroad Twin
Hub width  mm
Bearings 1/2"
Max. load 75 kg pro Rad

Mobilex Offroad Twin wheel with 
welded double wall aluminium rim. 
2 MTB tyres 1.75" x 24". Black high 
flange hub with 1/2" bearings. 
Black aluminium pushrim. Only 
available in 24".

  Foto C6  Foto C6   Foto C12   Foto C7

  Foto C8   Foto C9  Foto C17  NEW 
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C: Rear wheels and accessories

Accessories for rear wheels
Quick release axles, bushings, bearings, cables and outer casing

Quick release axle Quick release axle with big button 
(silver or black coloured)

QR axle with Tetragreb

Bearing Box with 50 pcs. assorted 
bearings (9 sizes)

Tool for assembling of bearings on 
rear wheels

Cable aprts Roll with 50 mt. outer casing, 
box with 100 cables

Rim tapes

Bushings and srew nut Parts for fitting of pushrims Reflector

  Foto C28   Foto C29a   Foto C29c

  Foto C30   Foto C35   Foto C32

  Foto C34   Foto C36   Foto C37

  Foto C33   Foto C38   Foto C39
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet C
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet C
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet C
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Spinergy wheels
Spinergy is a pioneer in the development of revolutionary wheels in the world of wheelchair sports 
and for everyday use. Spinergy wheels with fibre spokes offer very smooth rolling without annoying 
spoke creaking and despite their ultralight and modern design they are extremely reliable and low-
maintenance.                  

The various possible combinations and spoke colours are available in 22", 24", 25", 26" and 28" 
sizes. The Spinergy wheels are supplied as standard with 1/2" ball bearings (except R10 hub), 
without pushrims and without tyres. Spinergy wheels with a Mobilex article number (see price list) 
are normally on stock. Other Spinergy models can be supplied on request, however it is possible that 
longer delivery times may occur.     
                         
On request, we can also supply Spinergy wheels as complete wheels, i.e. with pushrims and tyres. 
We can also offer individual spoke colours and designs, hubs and/or rims. Please see the section 
"Spinergy Design Lab" and refer to our price list for the additional costs.

The Spox Everyday L wheel is responsive, extremely dura ‐
ble and ideal for contact sports. If you need a lightweight, 
fast accelerating and agile wheel, the Spox Everyday L could 
be your answer. This wheel is stylish and looks fantastic.

An inexpensive wheel in the proven Spinergy® design. The 
Spox Sport SL is an excellent all-purpose wheel designed 
for durability without compromising style or performance. 
Ideal for contact sports such as tennis, basketball etc.

Designed for people looking for a unique, innovative style, 
the Lite Extreme LX is aesthetically pleasing and is desi ‐
gned to reduce the weight of your wheelchair without 
compromising its durability and performance.

Designed for people looking for performance, style and extra 
torsional stiffness in their wheel choices. Spinergy's Lite 
Extreme LX X-Laced is designed for maximum torsional 
stiffness and responsiveness.

CX: Spinergy wheels

  Foto CX1a   Foto CX1p

  Foto CX1b   Foto CX1q
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The Sport Lite Extreme SLX wheel is responsive, extre ‐
mely durable and ideal for contact sports enthusiasts. If you 
need a lightweight, fast accelerating and agile wheel, the 
Sport Lite Extreme could be your answer. This wheel looks 
fanta stic, is stylish and allows you to focus on the game, not 
on equipment failures.

The latest design evolution from Spinergy that takes wheel 
performance to the next level. The Sport Lite Extreme SLX 
X-Laced wheel offers extra torsional strength and faster 
response. Designed for athletes who demand even more 
from a wheel.

The Blade LXL is an incredibly stylish and aesthetically 
pleasing wheel with a clear design that never compromises 
performance and durability. The Blade LXL has a 17 mm wide 
rim, a new minimalist hub design and of course the patented 
PBO fibre spokes.

Blade spokes: The blade spokes take this model to a new 
level. Each spoke is a blade shape to create a slim and 
innovative styling similar to high-end aero bicycles.

The Carbon Blade CLX wheel is the lightest high-
performance wheelchair wheel on the market. The carbon 
fibre rim delivers a level of performance never seen before! 
Industry experts claim this is the most efficient wheel ever 
developed. It's lightweight, incredibly responsive, super 
durable and probably the most beautiful wheel set on the 
market.

The CLX wheel has a carbon fibre rim, a specially manu ‐
factured CNC hub and of course the patented PBO fibre 
spokes in blade form.

CX: Spinergy wheels

Spinergy LX Flexrim
The Spinergy LX wheel with FLEXRIM is a revolutionary pro‐
duct that is changing the way people roll. With the urethane 
material holding the pushrim onto the rim, it allows the user 
to push with out ever touching the tire. The ultra-light and 
extremely strong material allows the pushrim to flex in and 
give the wheelchair user an extra inch or so when squeezing 
into very tight doorways. This product is unlike anything offe‐
red by any other company and a must have for everyday 
users of wheelchairs.

Note: 
Rim and handrim are ONE product and cannot be separated.

  Foto CX1c   Foto CX1g

  Foto CX1e   Foto CX1h

  Foto CY1f
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CX: Spinergy wheels

Spinergy wheels - Technical sheet

Spinergy hub types

Spinergy standard hub, 1,87" or 2,30”, 1⁄2" bea-
rings, black or silver coloured for L, LS, SLX wheels

Spinergy CNC milled hub, 1,80", ½" bearings,
black or silver coloured for LX wheels

Spinergy CNX milled hub 2,30", ½" bearings, red or 
black for XSLX wheel

Spinergy CNX milled hub 2,30", ½" bearings, red or 
black for XSLX wheel

Spinergy CNC milled hub, 1,80", ½" bearings, black 
or silver coloured for LX wheels

The XLSX Hub Cap mounted

  Foto CX1k   Foto CX1j

  Foto CX1i   Foto CX1r

  Foto CX1l   Foto CX1s
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CX: Spinergy wheels

Spinergy  DESIGN LAB 
For the Spinergy models LX, XLX, LXL, LXL Blade, SLX and 
XSLX there is the possibility to personalize the wheels 
with an individual colour design. Through the com‐
bination of 6 rim-, 6 hub- and 9 different spoke-colours the‐
re are almost no limits to your personal taste and design – 
enjoy your self!

Possible colours: 

Rim: black, blue, gold, red, purple, green
Hub: gold, black, red, purple, green, blue, silver.
Spokes: pink, green, orange, black, white, red, yellow, blue, purple. 

It is also possible to assign a different colour to each spoke, both the inner and 
the outer ones.

The delivery time for individually designed Spinergy wheels is approx. 12 weeks. 
Please see our price list for additional costs.

ATTENTION: Individually designed wheels cannot be returned!Complete wheel with 9
different spoke colours

Spinergy complete wheels
On request, we can also supply all our Spinergy wheels as complete wheels, i.e. with mounted 
pushrims and/or with mounted tyres. Please refer to our price list for additional costs.

Spinergy LX Offroad

Outdoor Wheel Package
During the development of Spinergy Offroad wheels, 
particular attention was paid to high efficiency and good 
driving charac teristics. The rim corresponds to the Spinergy 
LX model and is supplied with ½" bearings as standard. It is 
available in 24" (22" rim) and 26" (24" rim).

Hub width: 46,5 mm
Max. load: 75 kg per wheel

Spinergy LX Offroad complete wheel

Complementary products for Spinergy wheels (see also leaflets A and PTe)

Front wheels matching the
Spinergy® spoke colours

Aluminium front wheel with
black rubber tyre

Black fibre wheels Spinergy wheel bag for 2 
wheels from 22" to 28"

  Foto CX1u

  Foto CX1t

  Foto A27   Foto A2   Foto A26   Foto PTe8
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CX
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CX
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CX
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CX

Overview for pushrims and tyres for Spinergy wheels
ATTENTION: As standard we deliver Spinergy wheels without pushrim and without tyre. 
Please use the tables below if you want to order Spinergy wheels completely.

Pushrims for Spinergy wheels (without assembly - assembly costs see on page before)

Tyres for Spinergy wheels (without assembly - assembly costs see on page before)
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CY: Pushrims

Plastic Aluminium silver Aluminium black

Black plastic pushrim. Available for 
mounting with bolts or clips.

Pushrim made from aluminium 
available for mounting with splices, 
bolts or clips.

Pushrim made from black aluminium 
available for mounting with splices, 
bolts or clips.

Stainless steel Titanium Silicone

Stainless steel pushrim. Available
brushed or polished for mounting with
splices, bolts or clips.

Titanium pushrim. Available for 
mounting with splices only.

Aluminium pushrim with black silicone
coating. Available for mounting with
bolts or clips.

High Friction Medium Soft High Friction Medium Hard With rubber knobs

Aluminium pushrim with black silicone
coating. Available for mounting with
bolts or clips.

Aluminium pushrim with black 
medium-hard High Friction coating. 
Available for mounting with splices
only.

Black aluminium pushrim with 9 
rubber knobs. Available for mounting 
with splices only.

Splices Bolts Clips

Fitting with rivet Fitting with clips

Fitting partsFitting of pushrims

Fitting with splices

Splices Bolts Clips Splices Bolts Clips

Splices Bolts Clips Splices Bolts ClipsSplices Bolts Clips

Splices Bolts Clips Splices Bolts ClipsSplices Bolts Clips

  Foto CY1   Foto CY3  Foto CY2

  Foto CY4   Foto CY6  Foto CY5

  Foto CY7   Foto CY9  Foto CY8

  Foto CY14   Foto CY15   Foto CY16   Foto CY17
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CY: Pushrims

Spinergy TC stainless

Optimum H, P and F

The Spinergy TC pushrim is ma‐
de of lightweight stainless steel 
and has a textured surface that 
combines high grip with stability 
and hardness, especially for a 
stainless steel pushrim. 
The TC Max differs in its oval er‐
gonomic shape, which offers a lar‐
ger gripping surface.

The Omobic Optimum series pushrims provide optimal contact for easy propulsion and braking and are best suited for users 
with limited hand strength. The P model is powder coated, while the H and ZH models are hard anodised. The F and ZF 
models, on the other hand, have a 1.5 mm anti-slip coating.

The Omobic pushrims of the Nova, Orbit and Tour series have an anti-slip insert made of environmentally friendly silicone. 
They provide excellent grip, making the wheelchair more manoeuvrable and comfortable to drive. The Nova P model is 
powder coated, while the Nova H, Orbit H and Tour H models are hard anodised.

The Omobic Ultralight Aluminium, Omobic Magnesium and Omobic Titanium pushrims are particularly light and yet very 
robust. The Omobic Lizard push rim made of aluminium offers a high grip due to its 1 mm thick silicone coating with a 
coefficient of friction of 0.7 and is particularly suitable for quadriplegics.

Omobic pushrims (Available only with splices - Only the "Magnesium" pushrim is with rivets)

Optimum ZH and ZF

Nova H and P 

Titanium

Tour H Orbit H

Ultralight Magnesium Lizard

Mobilex Top-Grip Mobilex Tri-Grip

The oval Mobilex Top-Grip push-
rims have an anti-slip insert and 
offer a better grip that makes the 
wheelchair more manoeuvrable 
and easier to drive. The smooth 
black hard anodized aluminum si-
des minimize frictional heat during 
braking.

The Mobilex Tri-Grip pushrim set has been 
designed to adapt to the contours of the human 
hand and in particular to the needs of tetra-
plegics. The rubberized profile provides a larger 
surface area for braking and directional chan-
ges, as well as better pressure distribution to 
minimize frictional heat during braking.

  Foto CY11

  Foto CY21

MAGNESIUM

  Foto CY22

  Foto CY23   Foto CY24   Foto CY25

  Foto CY26   Foto CY27   Foto CY28   Foto CY29

  Foto CY12   Foto CY13
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CY
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CY
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CY

Not available at the moment, but
corresponds to the TopGrip model
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CZ: One-hand drive and drum brake set

One-hand drive set for manually operated wheelchairs
The Mobilex one-hand drive set is particularly easy to install and fits all hand-operated wheelchairs 
that have 16 mm or 18 mm bushings (the hole on the wheelchair frame that holds the bushings for 
the wheel axles). The assembly of the whole set takes only a few minutes.

Mobilex one-hand drive

Standard telescopic axle Cardanic telescopic axle

Standard bushing set for 
mounting plates with a 
thickness of 10-15 mm

Wide bushing set for 
mounting plates with a
thickness of 15-30 mm

Wheelchair with mounted standard telescopic axle Calculation of the length of the telescopic axis (L1) from 
frame tube outside left to frame tube outside right

Set for mounting drum brakes on manually operated wheelchairs
Easy to install, the Mobilex drum brake set fits all hand-operated wheelchairs with 16 mm or 18 mm 
bushings (the hole on the wheelchair frame that holds the bushings for the wheel axles). All parts 
required for assembly are supplied. If our position lock (CZ2e) is used to lock the brake anchor plate, 
there must only be one more hole on the frame.

Wheelchair with drum brakes

Brake fixation
(position blocking)

Anchor plate with quick release axle

Brake lever with cable

  Foto CZ1a   Foto CZ1c   Foto CZ1d

  Foto CZ1e   Foto CZ1f

  Foto CZ1b   Foto CZ1g

  Foto CZ1a   Foto CZ2c

  Foto CZ2d

  Foto CZ2e
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet CZ
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ACCESSORIES  ACCESSORIES

Accessories, silicone covers,
spoke guards etc.

 Leaflet D, DX
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Handle male (A) or female (B) and 
starhandles male (C) or female (D)

Box with 55 assorted handles and 
star-handles

oam cover smooth (A), or with 
rough surface (B)

Pushrim cover from silicone (A) 
smooth, (B) ribbed

Calf- band adjustable in width (A) 
height 9 cm, (B) height 5 cm

Safety belts, (A) open, (B) closed
and (C) with metal fittings

Front fork from plastic with
14 mm bolt

Front fork from alluminium
120x39, 146x45, 180x60 mm

DSF Dynamic suspension front
fork, 131 x 40.5 mm

Universal cane holder + adapter
for scooters or el. wheelchairs

Capsules from grey rubber for
crutches (A) or bath chair (B)

Universal Anti-Tip

D: Accessories, silicone covers etc.

 Foto D1  Foto D2  Foto D10

 Foto D9  Foto D4  Foto D6

 Foto D7  Foto D8  Foto D5

 Foto D11  Foto D12  Foto D25
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Handgrips Contoured handgrips Anatomic handgrips

Cane holders (B and C) and cup (A) Manual pump, (A) without or (B) 
with manometer

Mini air pump (A), fixing clip (B)

BOA lithium pump with bag and 
accessories

Car adapter for BOA pump Brake greb for wheelchairs (A)
or rolltators (B)

Wheelchair standard brake (A), 
mounting clamp (C), lever 
extension (B) and Sport brake (D)

Wheelchair compact brake
(closed / opened)

One-arm brake, available for
assembly on left or right side

D: Accessories, silicone covers etc.

 Foto D13  Foto D14  Foto D15

 Foto D20  Foto D17  Foto D18

 Foto D19  Foto D16a  Foto D21

 Foto D22  Foto D23  Foto D24
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Spoke guard transparent Spoke guard Bat Spoke guard Lion

Spoke guard Earth Spoke guard Spider Spoke guard Shark

Spoke guard Lightning Spoke guard Girl Spoke guard Horse

Spoke guard Dragon Spoke guard Dolphin Spoke guard Fire

DX: Spoke guards

 Foto DX1  Foto DX2  Foto DX3

 Foto DX4  Foto DX5  Foto DX6

 Foto DX7  Foto DX8  Foto DX9

 Foto DX10  Foto DX11  Foto DX12
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Spoke guard Race Spoke guard Leaf Spoke guard Orange

Spoke guard Flower Spoke guard Stallion Spoke guard Chameleon

Spoke guard Bacteria Spoke guard Music Spoke guard Ghost

Spoke guard Flamingo Spoke guard black Box with 24 pcs. of 24"
transparent spoke guards

DX: Spoke guards

 Foto DX13  Foto DX14  Foto DX15

 Foto DX16  Foto DX17  Foto DX18

 Foto DX19  Foto DX20  Foto DX21

 Foto DX22  Foto DX23  Foto D24
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Spoke guards 
with an individual 
customized design
Price list 07.2022

Spoke guards with custom design - What do Mobilex provide?

Mobilex provides personalized spoke guards in sizes 20“, 22“ and 24“.
Other dimensions depends on quantities and can be offered on request.

Mobilex Spoke guards are silk screen printed (serigraph).

Spoke guards are made of transparent PETG, are slightly curved and have cutouts for the 4 or 6 fastening 
segments of the pushrims. They are fastened with 6 clips on the spokes of the wheelchair wheel. The spoke 
guards have the required holes for the fastening clips, and the required clips are included. Shape and material 
correspond to the printed spoke guards from the Mobilex standard program.

Mobilex takes care of the whole process of the production, the printing and the delivery.

Spoke guards with custom design - What will we need from you?
Formats:
Under ideal circumstances you provide us with the desired drawing or logo already processed as vector 
graphics (.svg, .eps, .ai) because this enables us to make the layout easily.

If your graphical material is not available as vector graphics, we also accept .tif, .png or .jpg formats with a 
resolution of 300 DPI at a size of approximately: 200 x 200 mm.
Caution: In this case, layout processing charges may apply (see below)

Colours:
The colours should be defined with Pantone or HKS colour system codes. A printing film is created for each 
colour, then, colours are placed separately one after the other on the spokes guards. Because of this we need 
for each colour the exact indication of the Pantone or HKS colour codes.

Spoke guards with custom design - What does it cost?

Layout costs:
If we receive the finished layout as a vector graphic (see above) there are no additional design costs.
If a further processing is needed (as for pixel graphics) we charge a fee of 125.00 €
For a new designed layout (includes several layout proposals) we charge 250.00 €

Attention! By default we print on a transparent background. Please clearly indicate a desired coloured back ‐
ground if desired. In this case also the background colour counts as one colour.
Number of pieces: we always try to produce the ordered number of pieces, but for production reasons it can 
come to a plus or minus of +/- 5%. These will also be billed.

DXi: Individual spoke guards
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet D-DX
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet D-DX
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet D-DX
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MOULDED PU PARTS MOULDED PU PARTS

Armrests, headrests, side supports and leg spreader
 Leaflet DZ
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PU armrest 12 × 35 cm.
hole distance 15 cm

PU calf support 14 × 16 cm Armrest pad, PU, available in 
different sizes

Upholstered armrest with plastic 
bottom shell, available in different 
sizes

Armrest for pipe fitting e.g. for
Invacare wheelchairs

Armrest for plate fitting e.g. for
Invacare wheelchairs

Armrest made of PU integral foam
with curved front

Armrest with adjustable holes
for pipe fitting

Armrest with adjustable holes
for plate fitting

Arm pad PU for arthritis rollator Leg spreader made of PU
integral foam

Side support with universal
holder for Ø 25 mm pipes

DZ: Armrests, headrests, PU moulded parts

 Foto DZ1  Foto DZ2  Foto DZ3

 Foto DZ4  Foto DZ5  Foto DZ6

 Foto DZ7  Foto DZ8  Foto DZ9

 Foto DZ10  Foto DZ11  Foto DZ12
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Headrest shell PU headrest with adjustable retaining fingers

Complete headrest with bracket mountable e.g. on the 
tubes of the push bars of a wheelchair

Arm shell made of PU integral foam for hemiplegics Intermediate piece for the extension of the hemiplegic arm 
shell

Hand rest with anatomical grip. Left or right.

DZ: Armrests, headrests, PU moulded parts

Complete headrest with bracket mountable e.g. on the push 
bar of a commode shower wheelchair

 Foto DZ20  Foto DZ21

 Foto DZ22

 Foto DZ30

 Foto DZ35

 Foto DZ31

 Foto DZ36
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Lefalet DZ
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Lefalet DZ
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RAISED TOILET SEATSRAISED TOILET SEATS

Raised toilet seats and soft toilet seat covers
 Leaflet E
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Detachable toilet seats

Fixed raised toilet seat

Soft toilet seat cover Spare parts

The ergonomic raised toilet seat is 
avai lable in heights of 5, 10 or 15 cm. 

Since no edges are present, where dirt 
can accumulate, the raised toilet  seat 
is easy to clean. It is waterproof and 
can be sterilized at 85°C.

The toilet seat opening is 220 mm wide 
and 270 mm deep.

The maximum load is 190 kg.
Raised toilet seat without lid Raised toilet seat with lid

Fixed 10 cm toilet seat

Fixed toilet seat (E3) with lid. New design with new developed fitting 
system in aluminium. The Toilet seat is easy to fit in the holes where 
the original seat was fitted.

The armrests can be lifted and are also 
detachable.

The opening is 220 mm x 270 mm (W × D)

Max. load is 120 kg
Fitting systemFixed toilet seat

Höhenverstellbare Toilettensitz
Erhöhung

Detail Höhenverstellung

Height adjustable fixed toilet seats

The height adjustable toilet seat is made from 
non-corroding materials and is easy to clean. 
Can be fitted on all standards toilets and has 
lift-up and detachable armrests that can be 
taken off in either side.

Adjustable to 3 heights:
60 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm

Total width with armrests: 500 mm

Max. load is 120 kg

Black soft cover Whites soft cover Lock device for 301101-06 Fixating kit for 301702

Fixating kit for 301703 Fixating kit for 301701

The polyurethane covers (E5) fit standard toilet seats 
and can be cleaned with hot water and neutral soap. 
Available in black and white. 

Dimensions: 37.5 × 43.5 cm (W × D)
The toilet opening is 22 × 27.5 cm (W × D) 
Thickness 4 cm  

E: Raised toilet seats

 Foto E1  Foto E2

Foto E3a 

 Foto E4a 

  Foto E5a   Foto E5a   Foto E1c   Foto E3c 

  Foto E4c   Foto E4d 
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
All prices are per pcs. and in EUR.

07.2022
Leaflet E
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Pressure-relieving mattresses 
 Leaflet G

MATTRESSESMATTRESSES
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Pressure-relieving mattress Type B01 wiyh pump P05

Mattress from the bobble type with double chamber system. 

The mattress is made from anti-bacterial, waterproof material with friction cover preventing the 
patient from sliding. 

Included is a mechanical pump where the air pressure can be regulated according to the weight of the 
patient. The pump is quiet and easy to adjust.

Cycles time is approx. 6 min.

Technical data Mattress B01
Dimensions of the mettress 6 x 90 x 200 cm (H x W x L)
Min/max load 20 / 130 kg
Material of the ARIA mattress PVC

Technical data Compressor (pump) P05
Cicle time 6 min.
Air flow 6-7 lt/min.
Pressure range 70~130 mm Hg

G: Pressure-relieving mattresses

Low-cost model type B01
  Foto G1

A B
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Aluminium wheelchairs
Dolphin and Barracuda

Leaflet H/HY
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H: Lightweight wheelchair Dolphin

The Mobilex Dolphin lightweight wheelchair has a frame made of silver-coloured aluminium. The seat 
depth can be adjusted on the wheelchair (from 42 cm to 48 cm). The 24" rear wheels are equipped 
with quick-release axles, the wheelbase and the seat height are also adjustable. There is another hole 
on the wheel receiver for the rear wheels, offset to the rear, for adjusting the wheel axles when the 
wheelchair is used by leg amputees. The front wheel forks are also attached with quick-release axles. 
The height of the fold-up armrests can be easily adjusted by means of a button fastener and without 
tools. The height of the push handles can also be adjusted. The footrests are height adjustable. Angle-
adjustable footrests are available as an option. Anti-tippers / transfer wheels can be supplied as 
accessories. The wheelchair is available in different sizes and is equipped with puncture-proof tyres as 
standard. A standard seat cushion, the depth of which can be adjusted to the seat, is also included in 
the scope of delivery. 

* Attention! When adjusting the seat height, the front wheels must be adapted too!

Seat width 40, 44, 48, 51, 54, 57 cm
Seat depth adjustable from 42 to 48 cm

The wheelchair is also available with drum 
brakes (load capacity max. 150 kg)

Height adjustable and foldable arm- 
rests, height adjustable handles

Adjustable seat-depth and
seat-height

Velcro-back for wheelchair
(accessory)

Flip-cover for Velcro-back
(accessory)

Angle and height adjustable
footrest (accessory)

Anti-Tip (accessory)

4" Transfer wheel (accessory) Tilting pedal (accessory)

 Foto H1a  Foto H1b

 Foto H1d  Foto H1e

 Foto PTe9a

 Foto PTe9b

 Foto H1f

 Foto H1h

 Foto H1i  Foto H1j
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Dolphin wheelchair with the following standard equipment:

•  Anti-incontinence seat cushion, adjustable to the seat depth
•  Seat depth adjustable
•  Height adjustable push handles
•  Height-adjustable and foldable armrests
•  Drive wheels with puncture-proof tyres
•  Removable axles on rear and front wheels
•  Tipping aid
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HY: Lightweight wheelchair Barracuda

Aluminium Lightweight Wheelchair "Barracuda" with adjustable backrest (until 30°). The inclination of 
the back is easy to do also by the wheelchair user himself, by pressing the buttons on the backside of 
the backrest. The wheelchair has a frame made of silver coloured aluminium. The 24" rear wheels are 
equipped with quick release axles, and the seat height is also adjustable. The seat depth can be 
adjusted from 42-48 cm. The armrests are easily adjustable in height and can be folded up to ease 
access. The push handles are adjustable in height. The footrests are height adjustable. Angle 
adjustable footrests are optional. Anti-tip and transfer wheels are available as accessories. The 
wheelchair is available in different sizes (see table below) and is fitted with puncture-proof tyres. A 
standard seat cushion that can be adjusted to the depth of the seat is also included.

* Attention! When adjusting the seat height, the front wheels must be adapted too!

Seat width 40, 44, 48, 51, 54, 57 cm, Seat depth 
adjustable 42 - 48 cm. Back tiltable 0-30°

Height adjustable armrests, can be folded
up, height adjustable push-handles

Adjustable seat-depth and seat-
height

Optional headrest

Detail of the release button 
of the tilting mechanism

Angle and height adjustable
footrest (accessory)

Anti-Tip (accessory)

4" Transfer wheel (accessory) Tilting pedal (accessory)

Attention! The adjustable back‐
rest of the Bar ra cu da wheelchair 
increases the risk of tipping over. 
There fore, we strongly recommend 
the use of the Anti-Tip!

 Foto HY1a  Foto H1e

 Foto H1b  Foto DZ35

 Foto HY1c

 Foto H1f

 Foto H1h

 Foto H1i  Foto H1j
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Seat cushions and swivel cushions
 Leaflet P
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P: Seat cushions and swivel cushions

Standard wheelchair cushion made either from high quality cold foam with a high load capacity or 
with visco-elastic foam. The bottom of the cushion is covered with an anti-slip material. In this way 
the cushion can be used in any wheelchair without the need to fit with existing Velcro strips. The 
cover is made from polyester, which is durable, washable and elastic, and is fitted with a zip. 

The cushions are 5 cm high and are available in different depths and widths.

Seat cushion with PU foam or high density visco-elastic foam
and black polyester or incontinence cover

Standard seat cushions

The cushion seen from the front Cushion with incontinence cover Anti-slip material

The cushion with the closed cover The cushion with the opened cover and the
pre-cutted foam to adapt the seat depth

Incontinence cover Anti-slip material Visco-elastic + PU foam

The cushions are available in the respective sizes of both polyurethane foam as high density visco-
elastic foam. The standard cushion (5 cm in height) is available with a black polyester or 
incontinence cover. All models are equipped with zip and anti-slip bottom.

Universal wheelchair cushion (adaptable to the seat depth)

Seat cushion with a double layer (PU foam and visco-elastic foam)

Universal wheelchair cushion made from high quality foam. The foam comes with pre-cuts so that 
the cushion is easily adjustable to the depth of the wheelchair seat. The incontinence cover is 
equipped with Velcro stripes for easy closing. 

The cushion is available in seat widths from 40 to 57 cm.
The depth is adjustable from 48 cm to 42 cm.

Seat cushion made from one layer of normal PU foam and one layer of visco-elastic foam.
It comes with an incontinence cover. The cushion is available in different sizes from 40 to 50 cm. 

 Foto P1  Foto P2  Foto P2b

 Foto P3a  Foto P3b

 Foto P4a  Foto P4b  Foto P4c

 Foto P1
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P: Seat cushions and swivel cushions

Wedge cushions

Swivel cushions (For prices see the leaflet PTr - Transfer products)

Wedge with incontinence cover

Wedge made of regenerated foam

Swivel cushion with non-slip base. Ø 45 or 50 cm

Swivel cushion with non-slip base. Ø 37 or 44 cm

Swivel standing with non slip bottom, Ø 37 cm. 

Mobilex wedge with Decutex cover

The wedge cushion is made with 2 layers of 
foam. The bottom layer is a stable pellet-foam, 
the upper a visco-elastic foam, which easily 
adapt.

The Decutex incontinence cover is easy to clean.

Size (W × D × H): 45 × 43 × 10/0 cm

Mobilex standard wedge

Made of regenerated foam.

Available in 3 sizes (W × D × H):

    • 45 × 45 × 6/1 cm
    • 45 × 45 × 8/1 cm
    • 45 × 45 × 10/1 cm

The standard swivel seat cushion consists of 
two textile parts joined together. The smooth 
inner sides make it easier to turn. The upper part 
consists of a dark blue soft surface, the lower 
part has a non-slip underside. The cushion is 
intended to be used as a seat pad in a car, 
armchair or chair to facilitate tur ning and 
transferring of the user. 

Diameter: 45 or 50 cm.
Max. Load capacity: 100 kg. 

The Magic Turn swivel seat cushion consists 
of two textile parts joined together. The "Magic 
Turn" model offers greater comfort due to the 
thicker padding. The insides are slide-coated for 
excellent turning properties. The bottom part 
has a non-slip underside. The cushion is 
designed to be used as a seat base in a car, 
armchair or chair to facilitate turning and 
transferring of the user. 

Diameter: 37 or 44 cm. Max. Load capacity: 130 kg. 

The Magic-Turn swivel standing consists of 
two textile parts connected to each other. The 
insides are slide-coated to make it easier to turn. 
The upper part has a soft surface, the lower part 
is equipped with a non-slip underside. The 
turntable is intended as a transfer aid, e.g. from 
bed to chair, etc., and supports turning on its 
own axis. Can also be used in wet areas as both 
the top and bottom have an anti-slip coating.

Diameter: 37cm. Max. Load capacity: 130 kg. 

 Foto P7

 Foto P8
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 Foto PTr4b

 Foto PTr4c
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PTe: Textile products

Kangaroo body warmer for wheelchair users

Ponchos

Poncho for wheelchair users

Poncho for wheelchair users, consisting of grey 
polyester with reflective stripes and hood with side 
viewing window. At the back, the poncho has a 
cover for the wheelchair back.

Poncho for Rollator users

Poncho for rollator users, made of dark grey 
poly ester with reflective stripes. Hood with side 
viewing window, as well as 2 side openings with zips 
for the arms and a fastening strap against wind 
flutter.

Mobilex Kangaroo body warmer Mobilex Kangaroo body warmer and detail of the zip pull 
loop (zip handle)

The Mobilex Kangaroo body warmers have an anatomical shape and are made of tear-resistant waterproof 
nylon with a pleasantly warm thermal lining inside. This makes them not only com fortable but also ideal for use 
on cold and rainy days. 

The body warmers are equipped with a large all-round zip that is easy to operate and have a non-slip underside. 
There is a convenient pocket at the front which is also equipped with a zip with a large handle eyelet. Two 
reflective stripes on the front increase safety on public roads. An adjustable back strap and elastic loops allow 
for secure attachment to the back or push handles of the wheelchair.

The Mobilex Kangaroo body warmers are available in 3 different sizes. Small, Medium and Large.

 Foto PTe1  Foto PTe2

 Foto PTe3  Foto PTe4



PTe: Textile products

Weatherproof leg warmer Weatherproof scooter cover

Wheatherproof thermal leg warmer

Weatherproof thermal leg warmer for scooter 
riders to protect the lower body. The outer material 
is polyurethane-coated and lined on the inside. 
Equipped with an elastic back strap with quick 
release fastener. Available in 2 sizes.

Weatherproof cover for scooters

Weatherproof cover for scooters. 
Made of tear-resistant black PVC. 
Available in 3 sizes.

Wheel bags Wheelchair bag

Mobilex bag for two 24" wheels Spinergy bag for two wheels up to 28" Universal wheelchair bag

The Mobilex wheel bags are made of tear-resistant black nylon with 
red stitching, carrying handles and removable carrying strap. The 
Mobilex bag has two separate wheel bags for 1 complete 24" wheel 
each. There is an internal pocket for small wheel accessories (thru axles 
etc.). The Spinergy wheel bags are also made of tear-resistant black 
nylon with red zips. The Spinergy bag can hold 2 wheels up to 28".

Stylish universal wheelchair 
bag made of tear-resistant black 
ny lon. Equipped with 2 straps to 
attach the bag to the backrest or 
to the side of the wheelchair. The  
bag for the backrest also comes 
with a convenient carrying strap.

Velcro back for wheelchairs

The Mobilex adjustable back consists of 2 parts. The Velcro back with 
the belt buckles and the Flip back. It can be adjusted to individual needs.

Velcro back Flip back cover

Universal side bag for wheelchairs

 Foto PTe5  Foto PTe6

 Foto PTe7  Foto PTe8  Foto PTe10

 Foto PTe9a  Foto PTe9b

 Foto PTe11  NEW 

 NEW 



SoftSleep orthopaedic pillow
The SoftSleep pillow is made of high-density, open-cell PU foam also called "Slow Foam" or 
"Memory Foam". This material has unique properties: it reacts to body weight and temperature 
fluctuations. Warmed by the user's body heat, it adapts its shape to the profile of the neck and 
head. 

Thanks to the shaping, the forces acting on the neck and head during sleep are alleviated and it 
helps eliminate headaches, neck and back pain. It can also help prevent or combat insomnia. The 
SoftSleep pillow thus increases the quality of sleep exceptionally. 

The cover of the pillow was specially developed for this type of product. It not only helps to distribute 
body heat, but also has a hygienic function: the fabric has anti-fungal and anti-bacterial properties. 

 Foto PTe20b

PTe: SoftSleep ortopaedic pillow

 Foto PTe20a

 Foto PTe20b

 Foto PTe20c
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Dimension tables of Kangaroo body warmers and thermocovers

Kangaroo body warmer for wheelchair users

The Mobilex Kangaroo body warmers are made of tear-resistant and waterproof nylon with a 
polyester lined thermal inside. The body warmer is equipped with a zipper on both sides. Color gray. 
Available in 3 sizes (Small, Medium, Large).

Thermocover for scooter drivers

Weatherproof thermocover for scooter drivers to protect the lower body. The outer material is 
polyurethane coated and lined inside. For fastening, an elastic back strap with quick-release fastener 
is attached at the back. Colour black. Available in 2 sizes (Medium and Large).
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Transfer and positioning products
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PTr: Transfer and positioning products

The Mobiglide transfer boards are made of 6 mm thick white translucent polypropylene, or 6 mm 
thick white PVC. The low frictional resistance of the Mobilex transfer boards makes transferring to or 
from the wheel chair much easier.

Anti-slip strips are available as accessories, which can be attached to the underside of the board to 
prevent it from sliding away.

The polypropylene boards are available in three sizes: 650 × 245 mm, 800 × 245 mm and in curved 
form 800 × 280 mm. The PVC board is only available in the size 800 × 245 mm.

The transfer boards are loadable up to 150 kg (with max. 20 cm intermediate distance).

Mobiglide transfer boards

The Mobiglide patient transfer board made of break-proof 6 mm thick HDPE has a high sliding 
ability on the upper side and helps when transferring patients from bed to bed. In hospitals or nursing 
homes it can also be used in oncology for X-rays as the material allows X-rays to pass through.

Anti-slip strips are available as an accessory that can be attached to the underside of the board to 
prevent it from sliding away.

The Mobiglide patient transfer board has a size of 1500 × 700 mm. The load capacity is 200 kg with a 
max. distan ce of 20 cm and a max. height difference of 10 cm.

Mobiglide patient transfer board

Transfer board from polypropylene or PVC Curved transfer board from polypropylene

Mobiglide patient transfer board

 Foto PTr1a  Foto PTr1c

 Foto PTr1d
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PTr: Transfer and positioning products

Mobiglide positioning products

Tube slide sheet

The Mobilglide slide sheet with handles makes 
positioning of sitting or lying patients easier than 
well as transferring a lying patient from a bed to a 
stretcher. The use of two tube slide sheets makes it 
easier to place the lifting sling under the patient.

Available in 100 × 200 cm, Max. Load 250 kg
Material: Nylon

Flat sliding sheet (to be used in pairs) One way slide mat

Tube slide sheets Slide sheet with handles

Flat sliding sheets One-way Slide

The Mobiglide tube slide sheets offer extremely 
low frictional resistance on the inside and outside, 
thus minimizing friction when transferring patients.

The tube slide sheets are available in 3 sizes.
Load capacity: 250 kg
Material: nylon

Slide sheet with handles

The Mobiglide flat sliding sheets reduce the 
frictional forces when transferring or moving people 
in bed.

The sliding sheet is to be used in pairs.

Size: 150 × 100 cm or 200 × 100 cm
Load capacity: 250 kg

The Mobiglide one-way slide mat prevents the 
user from gliding for ward in the wheelchair. The 
internal velour can only slide in one direction and 
prevents the user from slipping unintentionally 
forward. The sliding mat also facilitates the user to 
transfer back to his original seating position.

Size: 45 × 50 cm
Max. Load 250 kg

 Foto PTr2a  Foto PTr2b

 Foto PTr2c  Foto PTr2d
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PTr: Transfer and positioning products

Sliding gloves

Mobiglide sliding gloves

Support belt with handles

Support belt

Swivel cushion with non-slip base. Ø 45 or 50 cm

Swivel cushions

Magic-Turn swivel cushion with non-slip base. Ø 37 or 44 cm

Magic-Turn Swivel standing cushion 
with non-slip bottom, Ø 37 cm. 

The Mobiglide sliding gloves make it easier to 
slide under the patient, e.g. to check the filling level 
of an anti-decubitus product. They also make it 
easier to carry out positioning or repositioning.

Scope of delivery: 1 pair
Size: 50 × 20 cm

The Mobilex support belt helps caregivers to lift 
patients out of bed, chair or wheelchair and to travel 
short distances with them. This can be a supportive 
aid when getting up from sitting or vice versa, e.g. 
from the wheelchair or bed, the car, the toilet, etc. 
Furthermore, the support belt can be used to 
support the patient during gait training. 

Sizes: 117 × 14 cm (M) or 140 × 14 cm (L)
Load capacity: 180 kg

The standard swivel seat cushion consists of two 
textile parts joined together. The smooth inner sides 
make it easier to turn. The upper part consists of a 
dark blue soft surface, the lower part has a non-slip 
underside. The cushion is intended to be used as a 
seat pad in a car, armchair or chair to facilitate tur ‐
ning and transferring of the user. 

Diameter: 45 or 50 cm.
Max. Load capacity: 100 kg. 

The Magic Turn swivel seat cushion consists of 
two textile parts joined together. The "Magic Turn" 
model offers greater comfort due to the thicker 
padding. The insides are slide-coated for excellent 
turning properties. The bottom part has a non-slip 
underside. The cushion is designed to be used as a 
seat base in a car, armchair or chair to facilitate 
turning and transferring of the user.

Diameter: 37 or 44 cm.
Max. Load capacity: 130 kg. 

The Magic-Turn swivel standing cushion con sists 
of two textile parts connected to each other. The 
insides are slide-coated to make it easier to turn. The 
upper part has a soft surface, the lower part is 
equipped with a non-slip underside. The turntable is 
intended as a transfer aid, e.g. from bed to chair, 
etc., and supports turning on its own axis. Can also 
be used in wet areas as both the top and bottom 
have an anti-slip coating.

Diameter: 37 cm.
Max. Load capacity: 130 kg. 

 Foto PTr2e
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Levabo® cushions
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PX: Levabo® positioning cushions

heel-up®

heel-up® and all-up® are Levabo®s new products in the treatment and prevention of pressure ulcers. 
The range has been developed in collaboration with leading wound care nurses and ensures optimum 
comfort and hygiene in the treatment and prevention of pressure ulcers. 

heel-up® and all-up® are suitable for efficient prevention and treatment 
of pressure ulcers on the most exposed areas such as heels, hips, 
elbows, shoulders, back etc. 

The products are multi-functional, i.e., the same product can be used in 
different configurations to optimise the prevention and treatment of 
pressure ulcers. 

heel-up® and all-up® are user-specific disposable products with an ergonomic design that provides 
good stability. The external layer is made of soft, flexible, heat and moisture absorbent nonwoven 
material, which makes the heel-up® and all-up® comfortable to lie with and sit on. 

Simple to use: heel-up® and all-up® inflated before use and adjusted to the user's anatomy and 
needs.

• Single patient use ensures high hygiene.
• heel-up® is designed to prevent and treat pressure ulcers in 

the heel region.
• all-up® is designed to prevent and treat pressure ulcers on 

elbows, shoulders back etc.
• Easy & simple to use.
• Good comfort.
• Soft, skin-friendly and moisture absorbent material.
• Space saving in the depot.
• Available in clean, sealed and slim packaging inclusive an inflation device.
• Tested and approved in accordance with ISO 10993-10 Skin irritation and sensitization.
• Available in different sizes.

Levabo® air pumps

heel-up® short heel-up® medium heel-up® long heel-up® max

 Foto PX1a  Foto PX1b  Foto PX1c  Foto PX1d

 Foto PX20a  Foto PX20b  Foto PX20c
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PX: Levabo® posistioning cushions

all-up®

all-up® is Levabo®’s new hygienic and environmentally friendly single-patient inflatable positioning 
products. The range has been developed in collaboration with leading wound care nurses and ensures 
optimum comfort and hygiene in the treatment and prevention of pressure ulcers. all-up® is suitable 
for effective treatment and prevention of bruises on the most vulnerable locations for example heels, 
hips, elbows, shoulders, back etc. The products are multi-functional, i.e. the same product can be 
used in different configurations to optimise the prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers. all-up® is 
user-specific disposable product in ergonomic design, providing good stability. The outer layer is ma‐
de of soft, flexible, heat and moisture absorbent nonwoven material, which makes all up® comfortable 
to lie with and sit on. Simple to use: all-up® inflated before use and adjusted to the user's anatomy 
and needs.
 Foto PX2a  Foto PX7a

 Foto PX3a  Foto PX8a

 Foto PX4a  Foto PX9a

 Foto PX5a  Foto PX10a

 Foto PX6a  Foto PX11a

all-up® universal

all-up® seat

all-up® back & seat

all-up® bath

all-up® wing

all-up® small

all-up® head

all-up® donut

all-up® kidney

all-up® tailbone
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Batteries and chargers
for e-wheelchairs, scooters or lifters

Leaflet J 
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J: Batteries and chargers

EXIDE® Gel Batteries (series GF and GY)

FirstPower® AGM Batteries

EXIDE® GEL batteries
The new EXIDE GEL is a battery that combines the 
strengths of the two Dryfit battery types Dryfit Sportline 
and Dryfit Start at the highest quality level.  The EXIDE 
GEL battery offers reliable starting power plus maximum 
supply energy for heavy cyclical use in professional app‐
lications. With only 14 types, the EXIDE GEL offers an 
enormous variety of application possibilities. 

• Closed and maintenance-free system
• Low self-discharge
• Acid does not leak even when batteries are tipped 

over
• IATA approved. Not classified as dangerous cargo and 

therefore also approved for use in aircraft.
• No unpleasant acid smell when charging in closed 

rooms
• The GV series with thin lead plates allows a higher 

starting current and better acceleration values (min. 
for 450 charging cycles)

• The GY series has thicker lead plates and allows more 
charging cycles (min. 600 cycles)

• Different sizes and thicknesses also available for lif‐
ters

FirstPower® AGM batteries
AGM batteries are sealed and mainte‐
nance-free batteries with a long service li‐
fe. 

Batteries from 2 Ah to 7.2 Ah are available 
from stock, suitable e.g. for the most com‐
mon models of passenger lifts.

Terminal types for GEL batteries

 Foto J1

 Foto J3

A-Terminal F-M6 G-M6
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J: Batteries and chargers

Victron 24 V impuls charger 8A

The Victron Impulse chargers are optimized for charging the batteries of electric wheelchairs, 
scooters or other vehicles with closed and maintenance-free lead-acid batteries, serially coupled to 
24V.

The chargers are easy to operate and special attention was paid during development to a high level 
of safety for both the user and the batteries.

 Foto J5
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
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WHEELCHAIR RAMPSWHEELCHAIR RAMPS

Wheelchair ramps made of aluminium
Leaflet L 
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L: Wheelchair ramps

Channel-ramps type CH
The ramp is made of aluminium with a friction surface and consists of two separate drive-on rails 
that are hinged at the middle. Folded the ramp can be carried with 2 handles like a suitcase.

The CH ramps must be used in pairs.

Telescopic ramps type TR and LR
The ramps are made of aluminium with a friction surface. They consist of two separate drive-on rails 
with 3 segments which are provided with a locking mechanism to prevent unintentional extension 
and retraction of the segments.

The models "LR" are equipped with a convenient carrying case that can be attached to the 
wheelchair. The carrying case is also available for the TR model as an optional accessory (surchar‐
ge).

The telescopic ramps must be used in pairs

CH Ramps in use CH Ramps folded for transport

The CH Ramps are hinged in the middle

TR Ramps folded for transportTR Ramps in use

 Foto L1a  Foto L1b

 Foto L2a  Foto L2b

 Foto L1c
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Telescopic ramps type TM
The ramps are made of aluminium. The perforated lanes provide an ideal balance between weight 
and durability. In addition, the permeability is advantageous in rain, dirt or snow. The height of the 
side profile provides sufficient grip and directional stability. The TM-055 model consists of a pair of 
single rails, the TM-150 and TM-210 models consist of two telescopic segments each, the TM-300 
model also has another folding element. The TM-150, TM-210 and TM-300 are secured in folded 
condition by a simple clip fastener.

The TM ramps must be used in pairs.

L: Wheelchair ramps

TM-055 ramp TM-150 ramp opened for use

TM-300 ramp folded TM-300 ramp opened

 Foto L3a  Foto L3b

 Foto L3c  Foto L3d
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Single-folded ramps type SF
The ramps are made of aluminium with a friction surface and are foldable in the longitudinal 
direction - a socalled flat-ramp. This offers the opportunity for volunteers to be able to stand on the 
ramp together with the wheelchair and the user. The ramps are equipped with a carrying handle and 
hinged at the middle, and they are portable like a suitcase. The model SF-040 is equipped with a 
convenient carrying bag that can be attached to the wheelchair.

Single-folded ramps type SC
Inexpensive suitcase ramp in aluminium with anti slip surface. Hinged at the middle and carried like 
a suitcase. The model SC-045 is equipped with a convenient carrying bag that can be attached to 
the wheelchair.

L: Wheelchair ramps

SF-040 Ramp in use (with bag) SF-090 Ramp in use

SC Ramp in use SC Ramp folded for transport

 Foto L4a  Foto L4b

 Foto L5a  Foto L5b
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Double-folded ramps type DF
Made from aluminium and covered with a friction surface. Consists of 2 ramps that are hinged at the 
middle and carried like a suitcase.

Suitcase ramps type SR
Made from aluminium with a friction surface. Fourfold foldable one-piece ramp complete with carrier 
handle.

L: Wheelchair ramps

DF Ramps in use DF Ramps folded for transport

SR Ramp in use SR Ramp folded for transport

 Foto L6a  Foto L6b

 Foto L7a  Foto L7b
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Terrace ramps type T80
Terrace ramp made of aluminium with anti-slip pattern. The height is easily adjusted by loosening a 
bolt on each side. The ramp is designed so that it is placed on the ground - a permanent installation 
is not necessary. It is mounted so that it reaches the upper level of the threshold. Since it has no 
side-protection it is also possible to open the door while the ramp is in use.

Doorstep ramp type TSR
Made of aluminium with anti-slip pattern. Suitable for terraces, entrances or in the garden.
It can be height adjusted very precisely

L: Wheelchair ramps

Terrace ramp Height adjustment mechanism

TSR Ramp with opened flap Height adjustment

 Foto L9a  Foto L9b

 Foto L8a  Foto L8b
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Carbon Ramp type CB
For mobile wheelchair ramps, weight and manageability play a very important role. Even the lightest 
aluminum can not always guarantee a low weight. Therefore we decided to use the lightest and most 
torsion-resistant material for the CB ramp series: Carbon Fiber. 

Carbon fiber is extremely strong and reduces the weight by 30% compared to an aluminum ramp of 
the same size. 

There is no better choice for an extremely light and agile wheelchair ramp.

L: Wheelchair ramps

Carbon Ramp CB-082

 Foto L10a

NEW
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Leaflet L
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Leaflet L
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TRESHOLD RAMPSTHRESHOLD RAMPS

Threshold ramps made of rubber
or aluminium, door rails

 Leaflet LZ
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LX: Threshold ramps

Doorstep ramps made of rubber
Rubber ramps with non-slip surface for example for use in bathrooms or outdoors. The ramps are 
made of rubber (TPE), they are PVC free and have an adhesive backing, but are also available without 
adhesive film. After removing the protective film, the ramp is ready for assembly right away. The 
ramps can easily be customized in width with a cutter or with the jigsaw blade (LX4) available as an 
accessory.

The ramps are available in the following sizes:
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56 and 60 mm

Accessories for rubber ramps

Function of the rubber ramp Rubber ramp in detail

Jigsaw blade to cut the rubber
ramps

Double adhesive
tape, 50 meters

Fixating set for rubber rampsDouble adhesive
tape, 50 meters

 Foto LX1

 Foto LX1a  Foto LX1b

PVC free

 Foto LX4  Foto LX5  Foto LX6  Foto LX7
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LX: Threshold ramps

Doorstep ramps and door rails made of aluminium
The DS4076 and DS4025 are folding threshold ramps made of aluminium with an anti-slip surface. 
The ramps have 2 mil led handles and are equipped with a longitudinally running hinge for folding.

DS4025 threshold ramp, set of 2 hinged parts i
ncluding a carrying bag

DS4076 folding threshold ramp made from aluminium

Feets for the height adjustment of the DS2176 ramp DS2176 threshold ramp made from aluminium

Door rail made from anodized aluminium

The DS2176 is a mobile height adjustable threshold ramp in aluminium with an anti-slip surface. The 
3 supplied feet are adjustable from 3 to 7 cm.

Door rails made of aluminium
Made from champagne or silver anodized aluminium. 
Door rails can be fitted to close the gap when the doorstep is removed. 
Available in 3 sizes : 125 mm, 150 mm, 175 mm.

 Foto LX8a  Foto LX8b

 Foto LX10

 Foto LX9b Foto LX9a
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Mobilex A/S - Price list
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Leaflet LX
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THERAPY TABLETHERAPY TABLE

Leaflet M
Therapy tables for wheelchairs
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Universal therapy table made of transparent PETG
Therapy table that is made from 6 mm transparent, impact resistant PETG, with 3 side protectors, and
adjustable up to 9 cm in the width. To be fitted on the armrest upholstery. Adjustable from 28 to 58 
mm polstering height, for thinner armrests adapters are available. The adapter can also adjust the 
width of the wheelchair (max. 9 cm).

Available for 3 widths (external distance between the armrests):

✔ 46-55 cm (seat width of approx. 36-45 cm, depending on wheelchair type)
✔ 53-62 cm (seat width of approx. 43-52 cm, depending on wheelchair type)
✔ 60-69 cm (seat width of approx. 50-59 cm, depending on wheelchair type)

Universal half-side therapy table made of transparent PETG
Half-side therapy table made of 8 mm transparent impact resistant PETG. To be fitted on the armrest 
upholstery. Adjustable from 28 to 58 mm upholstery height, for thinner armrests adapters are 
available. The adapter can also adjust the width of the wheelchair (max. 9 cm).

M: Therapy tables

Half-side therapy table not in useHalf-side therapy table in use

DetailXL Therapy tableUniversal therapy table

Foto: M1a Foto: M1b

Foto: M1c

Foto: M1d Foto: M1e
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M: Therapy tables

Foldable therapy table
The table is made from impact resistant polycarbonate with 3 side railings and a frame of chromed 
steel. The table is fitted with 2 screws under the armrest and can be adjusted in order to fit all 
wheelchairs from a seatwidth from approx. 35 cm to 50 cm. If the table is not in use it can be folded 
along the side of the wheelchair.

The size is 57 × 38 cm (W × D) with a cut-out of 8 cm.

Universal therapy table with Velcro stripes
Universal therapy table that is made from 4 mm transparent and impact resistant PETG with 3 side 
railings. It is fixed to the armrests of the wheelchair with 2 Velcro stripes.

The table is available in 
2 different sizes:

✔ 555 mm x 549 mm
✔ 580 mm x 549 mm

Velcro stripeTherapy table with Velcro stripes

Armrest fitting for 240001

Fitting set for 240001

Therapy table foldedTherapy table in use

Foto: M2a Foto: M2b Foto: M1c

Foto: M1d

Foto: M3a Foto: M3b
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GRAB BARSGRAB BARS

Leaflet N
Grab bars and support handles made of ABS or steel
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Grab bars made of white PVC with longitudinally grooved grip surface

N: Grab bars

Grab bars from steel

Folding support rail for the bathroom

The grab bars have a diameter of 36 mm and fit very well in the hand. They are easy to clean. Special 
end and extension pieces for mounting in angles and corners (picture N2) are available. The straight 
PVC grab bars are available in the following lengths: 30 cm, 45 cm and 60 cm. The max. load capacity 
is 120 kg depending on the type of wall.

The steel grab bars are coated with white 
Rilsan® and are available in lengths of 16, 25, 
30, 40, 50, 60, 75 or 90 cm. The grab bars all 
have a diameter of 25 mm, but the 16 cm bar 
has a diameter of 20 mm. The max. load is up to 
150 kg depending on the type of wall.

The support handles are made of a white or black
powder-coated steel tube with a diameter of 25 
mm. The support handles provide additional 
balance support and can be used indoors and 
outdoors (e.g. on the wall next to the toilet or as 
a handrail on the front door). Length: 40 cm, 60 
cm or 80 cm.

The folding support rail made of white coated 
steel ensures safety and comfort for disabled 
persons during their daily activities in the toilet 
or bathroom.

Length: 55 cm or 76 cm
Handrail’s diameter: 3,2 cm
Max. user weight: 120 kg

Foldable support rail for wall mounting

Grab bars from steel coated with white Rilsan® Support handles from steel

Plastic connection joints and tubeGrab bar with ribbed surface

Foto: N1 Foto: N2

Foto: N3 Foto: N5

Foto: N6
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Universal bed support

The universal bed support handle made of powder coated steel is 
an aid for getting up and for relocating, which is clamped to the 
bed side wall.

The handle is suitable for bed side walls with a thickness of 20-50 
mm.

Handle height: 330 mm
Handle width: 195 mm
Weight: 4.7 kg

Bed support

N: Grab bars

Bed support handles are the solution for anyone who has difficulty getting in and out of bed on their 
own. Made of aluminium with a robust base, it is simply placed on the bed frame and secured with 2 
straps.

This way it stays securely in place without slipping. The ergonomically shaped handle offers 
maximum safety when getting up. The bed support handle is mounted and ready for use in no time at 
all. 

Handle length (height): 547 mm
Weight: 3.3 kg

Bed support handle for the bed frame

Bed support handle with robust base The support handle folded 

Foto: N4

Foto: N7a Foto: N7b
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BATHING PRODUCTSBATHING PRODUCTS

Leaflet OX
Bathing products: Shower stools, shower chairs,

bathtub seats and bath boards
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AQUA
ALUMINIUM SHOWER STOOL 1 The optional backrest, like the seat, is made of

soft PUR and can be easily adjusted in depth.

2 Comes standard with a soft PUR seat that
provides extra pressure relief and comfort.

3 During the development of the armrests, the
focus was placed on ergonomics to make it
easier to stand up.

4 The legs can be easily adjusted in height with
clips and without tools. The pin of the clips is
made of stainless steel.

5 Despite its high load-bearing capacity, the
shower stool has a low dead weight and can
be stacked easily

6 The welded aluminium construction provides a
lightweight and stable frame for safe use.

OX: Bathing products

1

2 3

4

5
6
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OX: Bathing products

AQUA shower stool of aluminium

Shower stool in aluminium with soft seat in grey 
PUR, seat height adjustable. Also available in 
white aluminium, with grey soft PUR seat. 
Available as accessory: soft backrest that can be 
mounted without tools.

A backrest with a soft grey back is available as 
an accessory for the shower stool. The backrest 
is attached to the stool by means of clips. 
Available in the frame colours white or grey.

Shower stool, grey, with soft PU seat Optional back for shower stool

Free-standing support for the WC

Free-standing support for the WC or bidet

The free-standing and height-adjust‐
able support is intended as an aid for 
people who need support when sitting 
or standing up from the WC or bidet. 

The frame is made of aluminium and is 
corrosion-resistant. The support can be 
adjusted in width and height to fit most 
toilets and requires no installation or 
tools and is easy to adjust using clips.

Foto: OX8 Foto: OX9

Foto: OX20

 NEW 
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OX: Bathing products

Bathtub seat Swivel bather

Bathtub seat with hygiene cut-away. Silver-coloured 
aluminium frame. Seat and backrest (optional) of soft 
grey PU. The optional backrest is fixed with clips and 
is easily removable.

Swivel bather with hygiene cut-away. Silver-coloured 
aluminium frame. Seat and backrest are made of 
soft grey PU. The backrest and the armrests are 
fixed with clips and are easily
removable.

The frame is made of white 
coloured aluminium and the 
chair has an ergonomic seat 
with cutaway for better perso‐
nal hygiene.

The frame is made of white 
coloured aluminium and the 
chair has a removable toilet 
bucket with lid and carrying 
handle.

Wall mounted shower chair 
with cut-away for better perso‐
nal hygiene.

Foldable shower chair Foldable shower chair with WC Wall mounted shower chair

Bathtub seat, grey with soft PU seat Swivel bather, grey with soft PU seat

Foldable shower chair Foldable shower chair with WC Wall mounted shower chair

Foto: OX11

Foto: OX1 Foto: OX2 Foto: OX5

Foto: OX10
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OX: Bathing products

The Mobilex sliding bathtub seat has a frame made of 
aluminium. The seat, the back and the soap holder are 
made of white plastic.

A red handle is attached on the seat, which, like the 
soap holder can be attached to the left or right side of 
the sliding seat.

The seat is height adjustable and mounted on roller 
bearings so when using the handle it can be pushed 
slightly above the bathtub wall.

Aluminium shower chair with 
round fixed seat (a) or with an ad‐
ditional swivel seat (B). Both 
chairs are adjustable in height.

Aluminium shower chair with 
triangular white plastic seat (A), 
adjustable in height. A soft seat 
cushion is available optionally (B).

Budget shower chair with alumi‐
nium frame and a white plastic 
seat with 2 lateral handles. The 
shower chair is adjustable in 
height. 

Sliding bathtub seat

Round shower chair  Triangular shower chair Budget shower chair

Round shower chair with fixed
seat (A) or swivel seat (B)

Triangular shower chair with
soft seat cushion as accessory

Budget shower chair

Sliding bathtub seat

Foto: OX3 Foto: OX4 Foto: OX12

Foto: OX6

A

B
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OX: Bathing products

Bath boards
The bath boards are made of injection moulded and recyclable white plastic. They enable the user to 
sit comfortably on the bathtub. A smooth surface makes cleaning easier.

The bath boards are easy to assemble. The easily adjustable, robust safety plugs secures the board 
on the inside of the tub. The handle is easy to grip and increases safety

Bath board item nr. 302030 Bath board item nr. 302031

Bath board item nr. 302034 Replacement handle, available in red or blue

Foto: OX7a Foto: OX7b

Foto: OX7c Foto: OX7d
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KAKADUKAKADU

Leaflet OY
"Kakadu" commode and shower chairs

standard and with tilt function
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The "Kakadu" commode and shower chair has a frame made of white anodized aluminium and 
comes as standard with 4 pieces of 5" castors with parking brakes. The seat, backrest and armrests 
are made of soft black PU. The foot rests are easily adjustable in height and are removable. All 
“Kakadu” chairs are supplied as standard with toilet bucket with carrying handle, lid and black PU 
seat cover.

The commode and shower chair can be equipped with 24" rear wheels with parking brakes. In the 
24" wheel kit are included 2 brakes with clamps and brackets for fitting of the wheels on the frame. 
Pre-drilled holes makes the mounting of the wheels very easy. Antitip is optional.

OY:  Commode and shower chairs

"Kakadu" commode and shower chair made of aluminium

For the commode and shower chair series "Kakadu" different accessories are available.
See price list for the full range of accessories.

Accessories for "Kakadu" commode and shower chair

“Kakadu" commode and shower chair standard equipped 
with 4 pieces of 5" castors

“Kakadu" commode and shower chair equipped with 24" 
wheels with quick release (optional)

Amputation support Security bar Anti-tip - ATTENTION: 
usable only with 
mounted 24" wheels

Closed seat (A) and
seat cover with round
hole (B)

Velcro backrest

The safety belt
without metal parts 
can also be used as 
an additional support 
belt

Side support for
showerchair. Available
in 2 dimensions

Foam cushion made
of soft PU foam, with 
waterproof Decutex 
cover

Foam cushion made
of soft PU foam, open 
at the front, with 
waterproof Decutex 
cover

Splash guard front for 
standard seats (with 
open front)

Foto: OY1 Foto: OY2

Foto: RI1b

Foto: OY5 Foto: OY6 Foto: OY7 Foto: OY9

Foto: OY10 Foto: OY11 Foto: OY12 Foto: OY13 Foto: OY14

A

B

Foto: OY8
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OY:  Commode and shower chairs

The commode and shower chair with tilt can be angled from -5° to + 25°. Head support with cut for 
ears, can be adjusted in height, depth and in the angel. The black padding is as the head support 
covered with soft PU. All “Kakadu” chairs are supplied as standard with toilet bucket with carrying 
handle, lid and black PU seat cover.

As standard the "Kakadu" Tilt is fitted with 5" wheels, but it can be equipped with 24" rear wheels 
with parking brakes. In the 24" wheel kit are included 2 brakes with clamps and brackets for fitting of 
the wheels on the frame. Pre-drilled holes makes the mounting of the wheels very easy. Anti-tip is 
optional.

The new patented Commode Liner Disc is a 
unique, portable, flexible shower chair accessory 
that is easy and hygienic to use.

The Liner Disc is used in conjunction with the 
Commode Liner bags (sold separately) and can 
be easily placed on and removed from the seat to 
prevent contamination of the seat and bucket.

The hygiene bags are available with plastic seat 
pad (picture OY90) or without (picture OY91).

"Commode Liner" hygiene bags 

“Kakadu” commode and shower chair with tilt function “Kakadu” commode and shower chair tilted

Commode Liner Disc Commode Liner

"Kakadu" Tilt commode and shower chair made of aluminium with tilt
Foto: OY3 Foto: OY4

Foto: OY91Foto: OY90
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Spare parts for the commode and shower chair "Kakadu" (for prices see next page)

Foto OY4a
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Info for the 5" wheels

The 5" wheel up to year 2015 does 
not have any plastic head

The 5" wheel from year 2016 has a 
black plastic head at the top of the 
tube

The extended 5" wheel to increase 
the pass over height
ATTENTION: Not usable with 
mounted 24" wheels

Foto: OY17 Foto: OY18 Foto: OY19
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OTHER AIDSOTHER AIDS

Pedal trainer, crutches and canes,
overbed table, reatchers etc.

Leaflet Q
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Foldable pedal trainer

Simple but robust arm and pedal trainer with 
manually adjustable pedalling resistance. The 
pedal trainer has a massive frame and plastic 
pedals with adjustable strap. It is available with 
or without LCD.

Dimensions: 44 × 39 × 26 cm (L × B × H)

Q: Other aids

Rollable bed table

Bed table with multiple adjustment options. 
The height of the worktop can be adjusted 
between 72 and 110 cm and can be tilted 
steplessly to either side.

Dimensions of the worktop: 55 × 41 cm 
(L × W

Height-adjustable forearm crutch, silver with 
black handle and soft hand rest with reflector.

Total height 94 to 121 cm
Handle height 72 to 99 cm
Weight 0.5 kg
Load capacity 150 kg

Height-adjustable walking stick made of 
black aluminium, with black handle.

Height adjustable:
From 73.6 to 96.5 cm (one-piece: 315015)
From 85.0 to 95.0 cm (foldable: 315016)
Load capacity 100 kg (both models)

Forearm crutch Walking stick

Pedal trainer with (A) or without LCD (B) Rollable bed table

Forearm crutch Walking stick one-piece (left) or foldable (right)

 Foto Q1  Foto Q2

A

B

 Foto Q3a  Foto Q3b
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Ice pick Cane holder
Ice pick for attach-
ment to canes or 
walking sticks. When 
not in use it can be 
folded up.

Is clamped to the 
cane, so that the 
cane can be placed 
for example to the 
edge of a table.

Reacher

Ice pick Cane holder

Reacher 87 cm, 74 cm (upper image) or 59 cm long

Reacher Hook on one reacher's end Magnet on one reacher's end

Reacher with an aluminium structure and an ergonomic handle. In one end the reacher is equipped 
with a hook and a magnet and supports people with disabilities to reach or pick up small objects.

Available in 3 measures: 87 cm, 74 cm or 59 cm

Q: Other aids

 Foto Q4  Foto Q5

 Foto Q6

 Foto Q6b  Foto Q6c  Foto Q6e
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ROLLATORSROLLATORS

Leaflet RB - RT
Indoor- and outdoor-rollators,

arthritis rollators, walking frames
and shopping trolleys
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The Impala rollator has a metallic blue-coloured aluminium frame. The folding system reduces in 
folded state space requirements to a minimum. The rollator is equipped with a cane holder, padded 
seat and backrest and a handy bag under the seat. Easy to open and close the rollator with its large 
200 mm wheels is suitable for use both outdoors and indoors. The push handles can be easily 
adjusted in height by the user and provides comfortable and safe walking. The rollator is equipped 
with two lockable brakes on the rear wheels.

RI: Rollator Impala

The Impala rollator The folded rollator

Basket to insert in the bag 
under the seat (accessory)

Cane holder

Foto: RI1a

Foto: RI1c

Foto: RI1b

Foto: RI1d
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The Kudu lightweight rollator has a black or silver coloured aluminium frame that can be folded 
sidewards which in folded state reduces the required space to a minimum. The rollator is equipped 
with a back strap and comes also with a handy removable bag made of tear-resistant nylon. The bag 
has carrying handles and can also be used as a shopping bag. Easy to expand and collapse the 
rollator with its large 200 mm wheels is suitable for use both outdoors as indoors. The comfortable 
seat is made of tear-resistant nylon. The push handles can be adjusted in height and allow a 
comfortable and secure progress. The rollator comes with two lockable brakes on the rear wheels, 
with tip-assist, a crutch holder and a bike bell.

RK: Rollator Kudu

Mobilex Kudu rollator The folded Kudu rollator

Bike bell Tray Cane-holder Tip-assist

Standard equipment

Foto: RK1a Foto: RK1b

Foto: RK1c Foto: RK1d

Foto: RK1e

Foto: RK1f
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RP: Rollator Panther

The Mobilex Panther lightweight rollator has a blue aluminium frame. The rollator folds easily 
sideways and takes up little space when folded, making it easy to transport. The seat is made of 
durable, long-lasting material that provides comfort and stability for the user. At the front there is a 
removable bag with two handles that can also be used for shopping. The large wheels make the 
rollator well suited for both indoor and outdoor use, it is stable and effectively absorbs shocks. The 
push handles can be adjusted in height very easily and without tools. The rollator is equipped with 2 
lockable brakes that brake on the rear wheels. A tilt pedal is integrated on the rear frame to make it 
easier to negotiate smaller obstacles. The rollator is tested and approved for a user weight of up to 
150 kg and is available in two sizes, Standard and Small (see table below).

Foto: RP1a
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RE: Rollator Elephant Air

The Elephant Air rollator with large pneumatic tyres is one of the best outdoor rollators currently 
available. This rollator is of high quality and has extra large tyres for more stability on difficult 
surfaces. The rollator can also be folded very easily with a flick of the wrist by pulling the seat 
upwards on a loop. Then you can also fold the wheels so that the rollator is even smaller and can be 
easily transported. 

The outdoor rollator weighs only 10.68 kg, has a back strap, a walking stick holder and a closed bag. 
With its large pneumatic tyres, the Elephant Air rollator is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use 
and is tested and approved for a user weight of up to 150 kg.

The folded rollator

The Elephant Air Rollator in Creme Royal colour

The Elephant Air Rollator in matte black 

Foto: RE1b

Foto: RE1a

Foto: RE2a

 NEW 

 NEW 
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The Puma Air rollator is a newly developed, high-quality outdoor rollator. It has a matte black 
aluminium frame. The large wheels with 12" (295 mm) tyres guarantee great stability even on 
difficult surfaces.  The rollator can be folded very easily by pulling the strap on the seat upwards. 
The push handles are easily adjustable in height without the use of any tools.

 The Puma Air rollator comes standard with a back belt, a cup holder, a crutch holder and a modern, 
closed bag. Thanks to its large tyres, it is particularly suitable for outdoor use, but also for indoor 
use, as it is only 65 cm wide.  

The rollator weighs 9.78 kg and is easy to transport.
It is tested and approved for a user weight of up to 150 kg.  

Expected on stock mid/end of July 2023.

RPu: Rollator Puma Air

 NEW 
Foto: RPa1b

Foto: RPa1a

Foto: RPa1c
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RL: Rollator Leopard

The Mobilex lightweight rollator Leopard has a red, blue or anthracite grey coloured aluminium 
frame that can be easily folded sidewards which in folded state reduces the required space to a 
minimum. The rollator is equipped with a crutch holder, a back strap and also comes with a handy 
removable bag as standard. The bag has carrying handles and can be used as a shopping bag. Easy 
to open and fold, the rollator is suitable for use both outdoors and indoors. The comfortable seat is 
made of tear resistant nylon. The push handles can be easily adjusted in height without use of tools. 

The rollator comes with two lockable brakes on the rear wheels and is tested and approved for a 
max. user load of 150 kg.

The rollator Leopard is available in 5 colours: platin silver, anthracite grey, blue, green or red 

RL: Rollator Leopard

Foto: RL1a

Foto: RL1b

Foto: RL1c

Foto: RL1d

Foto: RL1e
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The lightweight Panda Comfort rollator has a dark blue aluminium frame. The rollator is easy to 
fold, takes up little space and is easy to transport. The seat is made of durable nylon. A closed 
shopping bag is attached to the front, which has two handles so it can be easily removed and 
transported separately.  

The large soft wheels make the rollator very stable and easy to manoeuvre. It is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use, where the large wheels provide good shock absorption. The push handles 
can be adjusted in height very easily and without tools. The brakes are smooth-running and 
stationary. Two tilting pedals to facilitate overcoming small obstacles are attached to the frame near 
the rear wheels. The rollator comes standard with a locking hook when closed, a closed and 
removable bag, a back belt and a cane holder. A wide range of other accessories is available.

The rollator is tested and approved for a user weight of up to 150 kg.

Expected delivery mid/end of July 2023.

RPc: Rollator Panda Comfort

 NEW 

Foto: RPc1a
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RT: Rollator Tiger / Tiger Outdoor

The Mobilex Arthritis Tiger and Tiger Outdoor rollators are based on the elegant Leopard (Tiger) 
and Lion (Tiger Outdoor) rollators, respectively, and therefore also have their characteristics and 
functions. In addition, the soft and comfortable forearm supports with their brake handles are 
adjustable in depth, angle and height. Apart from the model 312201, the armrests can also be 
turned inwards in 2 angles by 22.5 degrees each. The rollator is extremely stable and easy to 
manoeuvre. It has large, smooth-running wheels and has smoothrunning and lockable brakes. In the 
driving position it is secured against unintentional unlocking. As standard, the rollator has a transport 
lock and a removable shopping bag. A wide range of accessories is also available. The Rollator Tiger 
Standard is only approved for indoor use on level floors and for a user weight of up to 150 kg. The 
Tiger Outdoor model is also approved for outdoor use with a user weight of 200 kg.

Accessories (For further accessories see leaflet RS)
Athritis Rollator Tiger Athritis Rollator Tiger Outdoor Rotable armrest *

Rigid padded seat Tray Speed reduction brake

Net bag open (A), with zip (B) Cable set for one-hand brake Crutch holder (set)

Foto: RS1a Foto: RS1b Foto: RS1l

Foto: RS1h Foto: RS1k Foto: RS1j

Foto: RT1a Foto: RT1e Foto: RT1c

A
B
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RB: Rollator Buffalo HD

The Mobilex lightweight rollator Buffalo HD has an aluminium frame that can be folded sidewards 
witch in folded state reduces the required space to a minimum. Its structure is reinforced with 
additional elements. The rollator is equipped with a back strap, crutch holder and also comes with a 
handy removable bag. The bag has carrying handles and can also be used as a shopping bag. The 
rollator is easy to open and fold and suitable for use both outdoors and indoors. The comfortable 
seat is made of tear resistant nylon. The push handles can easily be adjusted in height without use 
of tools. The rollator comes with two lockable brakes on the rear wheels and is tested and approved 
for a max. user load of 200 kg.

Accessories (For further accessories see leaflet RS)

Rigid padded seat Tray

Speed reduction brake Soft wheel (silver or black) Umbrella

Mobilex Rollator Buffalo HD The folded rollator

Easy to operate brakes

Removable bag

Foto: RS1a

Foto: RS1l

Foto: RS1b

Foto: RS1m

Foto: RS1g

Foto: RB1a Foto: RB1b Foto: RB1c

Foto: RS2j
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RLi: Rollator Lion

The Mobilex rollator Lion is specially designed for use on off-paved or paved roads. The 
large soft wheels ensure a comfortable ride even over bumpy cobblestones and uneven 
gravel or dirt roads. The rollator can easily be folded sideways for a small space 
requirement and can therefore be easily transported in the car or parked at home. The 
rollator comes as standard with a tear resistant, comfortable textile seat, a comfortable and 
detachable shopping bag, a crutch holder and a back strap. The rollator is available in two 
metallic colours (brown or anthracite grey) and is tested and approved for a user weight of 
200 kg.

Accessories (For further accessories see leaflet RS)

Rigid padded seat Tray One-hand brake cable set

Mobilex Lion rollator The folded rollator

Foto: RS1a Foto: RS1b Foto: RS1k

Foto: RLi1a Foto: RLi1b
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Mobilex Gepard rollator with carbon fibre frame The folded rollator

Easy to operate brakes

Removable bag

Accessories (For further accessories see leaflet RS)

Easy to operate brakes

RG: Rollator Gepard

The Mobilex lightweight rollator Gepard has a frame made of carbon fibre. It can be folded 
sidewards which in folded state reduces the required space to a minimum. The rollator comes 
with crutch holder and is equipped with a comfortable soft seat made of tear resistant nylon. It 
also comes with a handy removable bag and a backstrap. The bag has carrying handles and can 
also be used as a shopping bag. The rollator is easy to open and fold and with its large wheels it 
is suitable for use both outdoors as indoors. The push handles can easily be adjusted in height. 
The rollator comes with two lockable brakes on the rear wheels and is tested and approved for a 
max. user load of 150 kg (200 kg for the HD type).

 NEW 

Foto: RG1b

Foto: RG1c

Foto: RG1a

 NEW 
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RolloGuard Instant Fall Protection
The innovative and fall-preventive braking systems from RolloGuard are a perfect combination with 
our high-quality Mobilex rollators. RolloGuard’s fall protection for rollators reduces the risk of crashes 
or fall injuries with a rollator. The patented fall protection technology prevents accidental movements 
and thus enables safer mobility. RolloGuard’s Instant Fall Protection is compatible with the Buffalo, 
Gepard, Leopard and Tiger rollator. The RolloGuard fall protection uses the “Transversor” 
technology, which protects against unintentional movements and makes mobility safer - for a better 
and safer live in motion.

Adjustable protection level
A rollator equipped with RolloGuard is marked with a sticker on the brake drum of the RolloGuard on 
the rear wheels. This sticker is referenced with a specific color, description and intended use. A 
distinction is made between the three support levels; high (red), medium (yellow) and low (green), 
all of which have different sensitivities, which affects the activation of the fall protection.

Mobilex Leopard rollator with soft wheels and RolloGuard Mobilex Leopard rollator with soft wheels and Rol‐
loGuard

RolloGuard 'Transversor' technology RolloGuard

RGu: RolloGuard

Foto: RGu1

Foto: RGu1a

Foto: RGu2 Foto: RGu3
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RS: Rollator accessories and spare parts

Accessories for Leopard, Gepard, Tiger, Buffalo and Lion rollators

Rigid padded seat Tray

Umbrella with support

Bag with zip Bag mit magnetic lock

Open net bag Net bag with zip

Back belts Crutch holder (set) Crutch holder for Tiger (set)

Cable set for one-hand brake Speed reduction brake Soft wheel (silver or black)

LED (red or white) Bell (red or blue) Holder for oxygen bottle

Foto: RS1k Foto: RS1l Foto: RS1m

Foto: RS1n Foto: RS1o Foto: RS1p

Foto: RS1h Foto: RS1i Foto: RS1j

Foto: RS1e

Foto: RS1c

Foto: RS1f

Foto: RS1d

Foto: RS1a Foto: RS1b Foto: RS1g
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RS: Rollator accessories and spare parts

Spare parts for Leopard, Gepard, Tiger, Buffalo and Lion rollators

Standard seat with release strap Locking hook Tubes with red locking button

Brake cable Brake pads (set) Handgrip with brake lever

Handgrip with brake lever Underarm pad complete Underarm pad

Anatomic handgrip Rollator bag Lever handle, finger screw

Wheel (black or silver) Fork for front wheel Cover cap for wheel axle

Foto: RS2D Foto: RS2E Foto: RS2F

Foto: RS2G Foto: RS2H Foto: DZ10

Foto: RS2A Foto: RS2CFoto: RS2B

Foto: RS2i Foto: RS2J Foto: RS2R

Foto: RS2lL Foto: RS2M Foto: RS2N

Foto: RS2K

Foto: RS2P Foto: RS2TFoto: RS2Q
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* ATTENTION! 

One-hand brakes must be re-adjusted after assembly and 
CANNOT BE USED IN COMBINATION WITH SOFTWHEELS!
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RJ: Indoor Rollator Jaguar

The Jaguar indoor rollator has an aluminium frame and can be 
easily folded. Overall, the structure is very light, but offers a high 
level of stability coupled with extreme ease of movement.

As standard, the Jaguar rollator has a bag and a removable tray. 
The large and smooth-running wheels are equipped with 2 lockable 
brakes that are operated by means of a bar that runs across the 
entire width of the rollator.

The rollator is only approved for indoor use and has been tested 
and approved for a user weight of up to 100 kg.

In the other colours orange, light blue, champagne and purple, the rollator is available from stock as usual.

The new Jaguar SUPREME (picture left) has a 
particularly high-quality design with wooden textured 
parts and with new silver-coloured wheels. The tray of 
the rollator also is wooden textured.

Mobilex Jaguar Rollator in orange Mobilex Jaguar Rollator in light blue

Mobilex Jaguar Rollator in champagne Mobilex Jaguar Rollator in purple

Foto: RJ1a Foto: RJ1b

Foto: RJ1c Foto: RJ1g
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RD: DynaWalk walking frame

The Mobilex DynaWalk walking frame is a tool for disabled or elderly people who need additional 
support to maintain balance or stability while walking. The frame is made of powder coated 
aluminium and offers various adjustment functions: the armrests are adjustable in height, the angle 
of the handles is adjustable. The safety back bars are easily liftable. The width is easily adjustable 
through the cross joint. All settings can be done by clips without tools.

Mobilex DynaWalk Standard walking frame

Rear wheel with brake 
and friction

Rear brake system - 
manually operated

Brake lever on handle on model 313002

Foto: RD1a Foto: RD1b

Foto: RD1d

Foto: RD1c
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The Bison walking frame is a mobility aid for learning and/or training of the active walking and can 
serve as support in case of balance disturbances. The frame is made of powder-coated aluminium 
and offers several adjustment functions: the arm rests can be easily adjusted in height by the gas 
spring support. The handles with the brake levers are angularly adjustable. All these settings can be 
performed without tools. The manual brakes act on the rear wheels and all four wheels are equipped 
with parking brakes. The narrow width also allows narrow passages.

Accessories

RBi: Bison walking frame

Mobilex Bison walking frame Mounted belt system (optional)

Belt system for walking 
support

One-hand brake, complete 
cable set

Holder for drainage or 
infusion bag

Holder for oxygen bottles

Foto: RBi1a

Foto: RBi2a Foto: RBi2b Foto: RBi2c Foto: RBi2d

Foto: RBi1b
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RKo: Koala shopping trolley

Koala shopping trolley

Stylish aluminium shopping trolley with large shopping bag made of tear-resistant nylon. The 
shopping trolley can be used as a seat when on the move by pressing a large button on the side. 
When stationary, the wheels are clear of the ground so it cannot roll away when used as a seat. 
When the Koala shopping trolley is moved across the floor, the trolley's curved structural bars make 
it easier to negotiate uneven surfaces. The trolley is rustproof and lightweight, yet sturdy and can be 
loaded with up to 110 kg.

In 2017, the trolley was awarded the Red Dot Award design prize.

Statement by the Jury: The integrated seat system and the attention to safety given to the trolley 
indicate sensitive consideration for the requirements of elderly people.

Koala Shoppingtrolley The foldable handle bar allows it to be used as a seat 
for short rest breaks 

Foto: RKo1a Foto: RKo1c

Foto: RKo1b
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